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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

a. INTRODUCTION 
The Canaveral Port Authority (CPA) is pleased to submit this grant request for a Multimodal Terminal 
Logistics Center under the Transportation Investments Generating Economic Recovery

The Port Canaveral Multimodal Terminal Logistics Center project directly supports the President’s 
Export Initiative Program.  This proposed project will allow Canaveral Port Authority and its partners 
to expand its north side cargo berths (3, 4, 5 and 6 or NCB 3-6) into a multimodal terminal logistics 
center, initiate a railcar barge service, and develop an inland terminal center with Florida East Coast 
rail access. Based on the Benefit Cost Analysis report this project will add 249 jobs to the region and 
will remove 32,000 truck trips annually from our area highways while delivering a positive economic 
and environmental impact.  This proposed project will utilize several federal, state and local 
waterways as shown in the supporting map and is comprised of three major components: 

 (TIGER V) 
funding opportunity announcement.   

1) Completion of a NCB 5/6: Recently constructed by Canaveral Port Authority, North Cargo 
Berths 5 and 6 (NCB 5/6) are located along the west side of the 50-acre terminal complex at 
the central north side of the Port. These berths will be used to facilitate the loading and 
discharging of all cargo products from incoming and outgoing deep draft ocean going vessels 
calling Port Canaveral.  NCB 5 and 6 is scheduled to be completed by January 2014. 

 

 
 

2) Improvements at NCB 3/4: NCB 3/4 play an integral component in the completion of the 
Port’s multimodal terminal logistics center in this proposal. This component allows for the 
improvements to the berth face, sea wall and mooring at these piers to accommodate the 
railcar barges. Once loaded onto the barge, the railcar is ready for direct delivery to the 
intermodal rail site at the inland port. The barge leaves NCB 3/4 and travels west 
approximately 15 miles to an inland port, through the Canaveral Locks, across the Banana 
River through the Barge Canal, north on the Indian River via the Intracoastal Waterway for 
delivery to the inland port multimodal cargo terminal for transport on the FEC railroad. 

NCB #5 

 

NCB #6 

 

North Cargo Berths 5 and 6 Locations 
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3) Establishing Inland Port Railcar Loading and Unloading Yard: Improvements to the already 
existing rail access facility for loading and unloading of the railcars from the barge at the 
former decommissioned Orlando Utility Commission-property, located south of Titusville 
near Frontenac. This former oil barge facility will be converted to railcar loading and 
unloading facility with access to an extended FEC rail spur and construction of a rail-loading 
yard. The facilities will include liquid bulk load and unload arms and dry bulk conveyors for 
multi tenant use with a focus on imported and exported materials. Additionally, top loaders 
and other cargo handling equipment will allow for container loading and unloading by both 
barge and drayage transfer to the inland port. The new expansion at the inland port would 
include the development of a 300,000 SF logistic distribution center and 150,000 SF port 
warehouses for storage, sorting and preparing products for distribution. The costs 
associated with the warehousing are covered by private real estate investment with possible 
rail and marine terminal public private partnerships and foreign direct investments. 
Additional marine terminal equipment and cranes will also be funded by private investments. 

 
The FEC connection at the inland port and the rail bulkhead and unloading ramps are the two key 
priority new construction parts for the facility to achieve the desired transportation improvements. 
 

Florida East Coast Railways  

NCB #3 

NCB #4 

North Cargo Berths 3 and 4 Locations 
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  Proposed Railcar Barge route between Port Canaveral and the new Inland Port Terminal. 
 
 

The detail tasks associated with the completion of components 2 and 3 proposed in this application 
are included in the Budget Detail. 

 

 Total Project Cost: $23,000,000 

COST AND AMOUNT OF TIGER V GRANT REQUEST: 

 Amount of Tiger V Funds Requested: $ 14,250,000 
 Amount of State Funds Committed: $ 3,000,000 
 Amount of Local Funds Committed: $ 5,750,000 
  
A project website has also been developed which provides additional background information 
(reference documents, environmental information, cost benefits analysis, maps, photos, support 
letters, etc.).  For more illustrations see Appendix A. The project website is: 

www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER V 

The North Cargo Area, including Berth 5/6 and 3/4, is located directly behind and adjacent to several 
major Port industrial and bulk materials import/export businesses. These adjacent businesses include 
Hansen Slag Materials, Morton Salt, Cemex, and a new lease with Blue Water Terminals. Seaport 
Canaveral is also adjacent with a modern bulk petroleum terminal facilities and equipment. These 
liquid and dry bulk users will benefit greatly from rail connectivity to the inland port and Port 
Canaveral coupled with the proposed new multimodal terminal logistics center.   Ambassador 
Services Inc., with general purpose cargo terminal facilities and expansive on-dock warehousing, 
located at the south side of the Port, will also benefit by the added mode options. 

EXPECTED USERS OF PROJECT: 

CPA is engaged in joint feasibility studies with Florida East Coast Railroad (FEC), with full cooperation 
from NASA for hard rail connectivity to the Port.  Two shorter-term projects, proposed in this 
application include connection to existing FEC rail yard in Cocoa and a barge bulk railcar connection 
at NCB 3 and 4.  The 50-acre Port Canaveral marine terminal and the quay, cranes, and unloading yard 
at NCB 5/6 include two Post-Panamax ships to shore harbor cranes. Though the initial plans at the 
multimodal terminal logistics center did not include plans for expansion to include a railcar barge and 
rail connectivity, Canaveral Port Authority reconsidered its plans after gaining feedback from 

http://www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER�
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logistics customers, shippers, vessel operators, and terminal operators. Rail connections to Port 
Canaveral became the next logical next move and most beneficial project for the region. 

 
TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES: 

Our challenges are clear and can be summarized as: 
1) Improve use of and advantage of ocean-borne transportation and marine highways. 
2) Increase exports to meet the President’s Export Initiative Program. 
3) Boost an already stagnant and declining economy and job market. 
4) Ease congestion of inadequate berth space and deep-water berth availability. 
5) Improve cost, transportation and availability of road and infrastructure construction 

products in Florida and beyond. 
6) Relieve and improve transportation congestion and extend the life of area highways and 

bridges. 
7) Facilitate the transportation of vital petroleum products to the entire state of Florida. 
8) Support and further the Green Initiative. 

 
The national transportation challenge addressed by this project is increased highway congestion on 
the national highway system and resulting degradations in infrastructure, economic 
competitiveness, livability, and the environment, with the benefit of the reduction of transportation 
costs by improving the cost effectiveness freight movements and the efficiency of the supply chain. 
This will become even more important as fuel costs rise and the directly related transportation cost 
component of consumer goods increases accordingly. This project will address these challenges by 
facilitating the development of infrastructure and business relationships necessary to implement the 
vision of a sustainable transportation system that will promote future growth and economic 
development while maintaining high levels of efficiency and reliability. A reasonable diversion of 
activity from the highways to the marine mode offers demonstrable benefits across the entire 
spectrum of TIGER V project evaluation criteria outlined in the Notice of Funding Availability.   

II. PROJECT PARTIES 
 
Canaveral Port Authority
The Canaveral Port Authority (CPA) is the primary sponsor of the proposed project. CPA has proven 
capability to manage federal and state grants and is well suited to administer this grant funded 
project in accordance with all applicable federal regulations.  With a strong, successful history in 

: 
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managing large construction projects, CPA has managed the construction of cargo piers and berths, 
major roadways, and interchanges and overpasses, large cruise terminals, and parking garages.  
Recent port projects include mega cruise ship terminal improvements, road improvements, cruise 
and cargo pier improvements, and a major project that widened and dredged the Port’s basin.  CPA 
will coordinate the design, bidding, contract management, construction, inspection, and operation 
of the project.    
 
CPA will provide the cargo piers for the loading and unloading of cargo, inland port improvements, 
security and other equipment necessary.   
 
Florida Department of Transportation
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) have been partnering with Canaveral Port 
Authority (CPA) for many years.  They support CPA’s major capital projects.  

: 

   
If TIGER funds this project, FDOT agrees to allocate $3 million towards this project. 
 

The Florida East Coast Railway (FEC) is a 351-mile freight rail system located along the east coast of 
Florida. It is the exclusive rail provider to South Florida’s ports and connects with other railway 
systems to move freight throughout the country. Based in Jacksonville, Florida, FEC provides end-to-
end intermodal solutions to customers that demand more cost-effective options without 
compromising service quality.   

Florida East Coast Railway: 

 
FEC, a rail partner, will provide the spur expansion and connection to the North/South line that will 
cross U.S. Highway 1 to the barge facility.  FEC will contribute $1 million and cargo handling 
equipment and assets with a total value of $2 million to this project. 
 

Blue Water Terminals currently leases 13 acres on the northern side of Port Canaveral for a multi-
purpose bulk handling terminal.  Core commodities targeted include aggregates, fertilizers, sand, 
wood pellets and other dry bulk cargoes.  Blue Water Terminals has committed to developing a 
marine terminal facility at Port Canaveral because Central Florida is a core location for future growth, 
population increase, and cargo demand.   While much of their bulk market can be served by truck 
drayage, rail improves their ability to expand their market area and serve existing customers via 
alternate modes that offer lower costs and increased efficiency.   

Blue Water Terminals: 

 
Blue Water Terminal will be a terminal operator partner.  They will contribute funding for cargo 
handling equipment and capital investment at a total value of $1.5 million to this project and create 
10 new jobs to support the logistics center. 
 

Ambassador Services currently leases 31.55 acres on the southern side of Port Canaveral for the 
purpose of handling, storing and distributing containers, break bulk, and dry bulk cargoes.  Within 
their terminal is a 9.6 million cubic foot refrigerated and dries warehousing facility that is one of the 
largest on-dock warehouse complexes of this type in the south east United States.  Much of the 
cargoes currently accommodated by Ambassador Services serve the Florida and south east U.S. 
markets.  The addition of the multimodal terminal logistics center will allow Ambassador Services to 
offer their customers alternative supply modes with faster delivery and the option to move larger 
quantities of product at one time.  The logistics center also offers access to new markets throughout 
the United States that Ambassador Services has been unable to serve via truck alone. 

Ambassador Services: 
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Ambassador Services will be a terminal operator partner.  They will contribute cargo handling 
equipment and assets totaling $1.8 million to this project and create 6 new jobs to support the 
logistics center. 
 

Seaport Canaveral’s Tank Farm and Storage Facility is located on the northern side of Port Canaveral 
and is designed to provide steady stream of petroleum products to Central Florida and throughout 
the entire state.  Seaport Canaveral’s storage facility puts its supply of petroleum products at the 
intersection of major transportation arteries for ease of access but has identified that the massive 
growth in Florida will require additional transportation modes to support demand.  With delivery 
through the Port and shipment throughout Central Florida via the adjacent expressways, I-95 and the 
Beachline (SR 528), these fuel reserves can improve supply and reduce transport-to-end-market 
costs.  The addition of rail access and the multimodal terminal will create more options and a larger 
market share opportunity for Seaport Canaveral. 

Seaport Canaveral: 

 
Seaport Canaveral will be a terminal operator partner.  They will contribute cargo handling 
equipment and create 15 new jobs to support the logistics center. 
 

 
PHOTOS OF PROJECT LOCATIONS BETWEEN PORT CANAVERAL AND FLORIDA EAST COAT RAILWAYS 

 

 

NCB 4 
NCB 3 

SCB 4&5 
Port Canaveral 

Barge Canal – Canaveral Locks 

 

Barge Canal 
Channel at Port Canaveral towards the Barge Canal 
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Barge Canal – Canaveral Lock Guide Wall 
Barge Canal – Looking west towards the Indian River 
Lagoon 

 

 

Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) Pier 

OUC Pier – railroad extension location at 
the grass area. 
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III. GRANT FUNDS AND SOURCES/USES OF PROJECT FUNDS 
The total estimated construction cost for this project is approximately $23 million.  Initial engineering 
and design costs are not included in this request.  These costs will be incurred by CPA.  
 
Funding sources and uses of funds are outlined in the table below.    

 

Canaveral Port Authority (CPA) has built and maintained strong relationships with its terminal 
operators. These terminal operators have benefited from several projects completed by the Port.    
Some of the Port’s major terminal operators will be partnering with CPA to support this project, 
namely: 

Other Resources: 

1) Ambassador Services, Inc. – Contribution value of $1.8M, for cargo handling equipment and 6 
new jobs to support the logistics center. 

2) Blue Water Terminals, LLC – Contribution value of $1.5M for cargo handling equipment, 
capital investments and 10 new jobs to support the logistics center.  

3) Seaport Canaveral – Will create 15 new jobs to support the logistics center. 
4) Florida East Coast Railways – Cash contribution of $1M and cargo handling equipment and 

assets with a total value of $2M.  FEC fully intend to utilize this logistics center and anticipate 
an increase of their annual tonnage by at least 3.5M short tons. 
 

Please see the letters of support from the partners on Appendix C. 

BUDGET DETAIL:

Location
1 Improved Mooring and Pier Sea Wall 

Improvements NCP-3-4
CPA

Barge Fenders, Sea Wall Bridge. 
Mooring Improvements, 

 $          6,000,000  $            3,500,000  $             500,000  $          2,000,000 

2 Improved Mooring and Pier Wall 
Improvements SCP-3 CPA

Barge Fender Improvements
 $           1,000,000  $                500,000  $              250,000  $              250,000 

3 Improved Rail Barge Tug Berthing
CPA

New Tugboat Finger Piers and 
Mooring

 $           1,000,000  $                500,000  $              250,000  $              250,000 

4 Conveyor and Bulk Loading at CPA 
Piers and Loading  Norths side CPA

New Bulk Material Conveyors at 
NCB5 unload connected to NCB3-4  
Blue Water Partner

 $          5,000,000  $            3,250,000  $             500,000  $           1,250,000 

5 New Barge Railroad Car Fuel Loading 
Arms

CPA
New Rail Car Loading Arms NCP-3  
Seaport Canaveral Partner

 $          2,000,000  $             1,500,000  $              250,000  $              250,000 

6 Container Top Loaders at CPA North 
Container Facility

CPA
Two Green LNG new container top 
loaders 

 $              500,000  $                250,000  $               125,000  $               125,000 

7 Security Equipment at Facilities
CPA

Scanning,  Security Fencing, 
Securtity Lighting

 $              200,000  $                100,000  $                50,000  $                 50,000 

8 Tracking Technology
CPA

RF Tracking Equipment, 
Technology

 $              300,000  $                 150,000  $                 75,000  $                 75,000 

 $        16,000,000  $            9,750,000  $         2,000,000  $          4,250,000 
9 Inland Port Mooring Improvements 

and west end Dredging, Fenders
OUC

Mooring and Fendering Upgrades 
and Dredge to 12 feet

 $          2,000,000  $            1,000,000  $              250,000  $              750,000 

10 Rail Bridge Unloading Connections 
with Security Fence, gates, grading

OUC
New Piles, Bulkhead and Barge to 
track Connection Bridge-Rt1

 $          4,000,000  $            3,000,000  $             500,000  $              500,000 

11 Inland Port Toploaders, Carrier 
Trailers, Luggers, Loading Equipment  OUC

Two Green LNG new container top 
loaders, three used jocky trucks, 
three used yard chassis

 $           1,000,000  $                500,000  $              250,000  $              250,000 

 $          7,000,000  $            4,500,000  $          1,000,000  $           1,500,000 

 $        23,000,000  $          14,250,000  $          3,000,000  $           5,750,000 

100% 62% 13% 25%

*  The above Florida Department of Transportation funds are from a Joint Participation Agreement with Canaveral Port Authority.
*  All design, soft cost and permitting areto be completed by Canaveral Port Authority.

CONSTRUCTION:  Multimodal Terminal Logistics Center

USDOT TIGER IV 
(FEDERAL)

Florida Dept. of 
Transportation

FUNDING SOURCES

Subtotal - Construction at Canaveral Port Authority (CPA)

Canaveral Port 
Authority

PERCENT MATCH

TOTAL PROJECT 
COST

SCOPE OF WORKDESCRIPTIONITEM#

TOTAL PROJECT COST

Subtotal - Construction at Orlando Utilities Commission Plant (OUC)
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IV. SELECTION CRITERIA 

a. LONG-TERM OUTCOMES 

i. State of Good Repair 
The completed construction of NCB 5/6 and adjacent marine terminal will improve the 
accessibility and condition of the existing facilities at Port Canaveral by increasing the 
flexibility and reliability of the entire Port infrastructure. Improvement to the NCB 3/4 berths 
and development of the inland port railcar loading and unloading yard have minimal lifecycle 
costs when compared to current cost of trucking, highway and bridge repairs (see Benefit 
Cost Analysis for comparison).  At these state of the art facilities for railcar barge transport 
with access to extended FEC track, corrosion can be minimized and controlled to lengthen 
the useful life of the facilities. In addition, all three project components will give Port 
operations flexibility to perform necessary repairs and maintenance on site where minimal 
workload can be maintained. Therefore any maintenance and repairs will be part of the 
overall preservation plan for Port facilities.  
 
This project is part of the Port’s Master Plan, which is incorporated into the Brevard County 
Comprehensive Plan. Policy 5.13 of the Brevard County Comprehensive Plan Coastal Zone 
Element states, “Brevard County shall support environmentally and economically sound 
development of Port Canaveral and related facilities, which is consistent with this 
Comprehensive Plan (Policy 5.4 of the Transportation Element).” This project is also 
consistent with the Brevard County 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan. 
 
If the development of a multimodal terminal logistics center and railcar access connectivity 
project is not constructed, it will threaten future transportation network efficiency, the 
mobility of goods, people, and economic growth in the East Central Florida region. The Port 
will be limited on the growth of cargo activities due to the limited movement of goods. 
Further, it will place extra costs on Port Canaveral to rely on trucking, which generates higher 
greenhouse gases, adds to highway congestion, had increased safety risks and delays the 
time to market for many commodities. Without these facilities, maritime activities could be 
directed to other regions resulting in higher costs, greater environmental impacts, and less 
efficiencies. This project is appropriately budgeted to ensure its long-term cost structure. The 
Canaveral Port Authority will fund the long-term maintenance and repairs of this project. 
  
According to the Brevard County 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan tentative projections 
show over $1.6 billion in revenues and these sources will be dedicated to improving the Port’s 
infrastructure, including transportation projects that improve water and landside operations 
and accessibility to the Port. The annual operation and maintenance cost for this project 
based on 2013 costs is estimated to be $769,232 per berth and annual maintenance dredging 
is estimated to be $131,250 per berth. There are adequate revenues to cover the annual cost 
of the proposed terminals. 
 

ii. Economic Competitiveness 
The efficiency and competitiveness of Port Canaveral’s cargo handling capability has always 
been limited by the lack of a viable freight rail connection from the Port to the FEC mainline 
just west of the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW). Historically the only other viable means of 
moving cargo to or from the Port has been by truck on the heavily traveled SR 528. Port 
Canaveral’s predominant cargoes are liquid and dry bulks and break-bulk cargoes like 
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building materials and perishable products. The expense and relative inefficiency of truck 
transportation negatively impacts the economic viability of the Port’s efforts to develop a 
significant bulk and break-bulk cargo operation because of the very slim margin in the 
transportation of such commodities, even when efficiently handled. Additionally, Port 
Canaveral is one of the few Florida Ports without rail connectivity creating a great economic 
disadvantage for Central Florida shippers desiring freight movement options and efficiency. 
The United States economic competitiveness in the global market over the medium to long 
term is dependent on deepwater ports. The ability to ship raw materials or finished products 
requires deep water Ports with the terminals and supporting infrastructure to handle Post-
Panamax ships. Development of the multimodal terminal logistics center, improvements to  
NCB 3 and 4, and development of the inland port terminal rail access connectivity will provide 
tremendous benefits to Port Canaveral as it will directly reduce the carbon emissions from 
the trucking industry on our roadways, while opening new markets to Port Canaveral 
businesses along the state and nation’s east coast enhancing overall statewide economic 
competitiveness. With access to rail, the community will experience reduced shipping costs, 
and improved economic competitiveness. Further, the described three-component project 
will provide additional needed space to handle larger volumes of goods in a faster time 
period, resulting in an overall improved efficiency for the Port businesses and their 
customers.  
 
Our proposed project will improve the greater mobility for commodities, as well as long-term 
efficiency, reliability and cost-competitiveness in the movement of these goods. Current 
barge berths in the port would allow initial product movement now out of NCB4 and SCB3 
for bulk, NCB 1-2 and the south tanker berth for liquid bulk.  By utilizing the railcar barge, the 
Port increases efficiency by allowing bulk materials to be handled once only. Once loaded 
onto the railcar barge, it is only transferred to an FEC rail car for direct transport. This 
efficiency effectively lowers pricing of the bulk and logistically allows more competitively 
pricing. 
 
The benefit-cost analysis identified monetized benefits summed and discounted at rates of 
3% and 7% annually as cost savings due to reduced shipping distance to serve the East Central 
Florida region. These savings will increase the cost-competitiveness of Port Canaveral and the 
East Central Florida region and will increase the reliability and commitment of Port Canaveral 
to serve the maritime interests. It is important to note that the cost savings identified in the 
benefit-cost analysis does not represent transfers of economic activity from one localized 
area to another. Rather, it is the savings for existing and future commodities that are 
projected to move via Port Canaveral if the multimodal facility is in place to accommodate 
this growth.  Other benefits found that the rail service made possible by the TIGER V project 
will avoid the need for 32 thousand truck trips annually at full operation.  Also, the BCA 
report found that the average distance of an eliminated truck trip is 312 miles, and as a result, 
the TIGER V project will eliminate 10 million truck vehicle miles of travel (VMT) annually at full 
operation, and 280 million trucks VMT over the analysis period. At 17 tons per loaded truck, 
the TIGER V project will eliminate 171 million truck ton-miles annually at full operation, and 4.7 
billion truck ton-miles over the analysis period. Finally, fewer trucks and reduced truck VMT 
results in 41 thousand annual hours of reduced highway congestion both in the immediate 
area and along key corridors.    
 
Marine terminal projects generally perform well in any analysis of job creation and economic 
stimulus.  Job creation and economic stimulus related to this project may be attributed to 
construction activity, operational jobs related to the marine terminal and added barge and 
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rail services, and additional activity stimulated over the long-term as the multimodal 
operations fully develop. 
 
The issue of job creation and economic stimulus is particularly relevant at Port Canaveral due 
to the termination of the U.S. Space Shuttle program and the resulting loss of an estimated 
22,000 direct and indirect jobs in the local area.  Brevard County, Florida is currently 
designated as an Economically Distressed Area

  

 by the U.S. Economic Development 
Administration. 

The estimates of jobs and economic activity generated by this project are conservative and 
based on the Port Canaveral Economic Impact Report completed by Cambridge Systematics, 
Inc., which is provided in whole on our website.  It is likely that actual job creation and 
economic benefits will be considerably greater than these initial estimates and future 
increases in job creation and economic benefit will be derived from increased cargo over the 
30 year project life as commerce increases.  
 
Supporting documents can be found at the website: www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER V

 

   

 

 

JOB CREATION AND ECONOMIC STIMULUS SCHEDULE

    DIRECT 154
    INDIRECT/INDUCED 95

TOTAL JOBS 249

    DIRECT 5,832,900
    INDUCED/LOCAL CONSUMPTION/INDIRECT 2,029,100

TOTAL INCOME AND CONSUMPTION 7,862,000

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 10,577,800

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES 732,700

 INCOME

JOB CREATION AND ECONOMIC STIMULUS
 CONSTRUCTION

JOBS

GROSS STATE

Direct
Indirect/  
Induced Direct

Indirect/  
Induced

DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT

AND LOCAL 
TAXES

Vehicle 3 2 87,900$         38,600$         189,300$       302,500$         
Liquid Bulk 6 6 254,072 106,221 535,388 2,464,501
Break Bulk 1 0 11,700 4,200 19,800 15,700
Dry Bulk 51 41 1,387,253 620,160 2,960,960 159,093

TOTALS 61 49 1,740,926$   769,181$        3,705,448$   2,941,794$      
Source:  2013 Benefits Cost Analysis Report
Cambridge Systematics Inc.

JOB CREATION AND ECONOMIC STIMULUS
PERMANENT ANNUAL IMPACTS

NEW MARKET 
COMPONENTS

JOBS INCOME

http://www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER�
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iii. Livability 
One of DOT’s major goals is to achieve “livability.” This means working with local community 
leaders of large and small communities to create more transportation options for people of 
all ages, and in particular serving those populations (residents and commercial businesses) 
that choose to drive less. In 2011, Americans took nearly 10 percent more trips via public 
transportation than we did in 2005 (DOT, 2013). By supporting this marine transit-oriented 
development of the multimodal terminal logistics center, improving NCB 3 and 4 with a 
railcar barge accessibility and developing the inland port terminal rail access connectivity, we 
make life easier for those who can't or don't want to drive and want to reduce the carbon 
monoxide emissions from trucking. A significant reduction of trucks using main highways and 
thoroughfares reduces traffic congestion and improves safety factors for the local 
community. This initiative has tremendous potential and feasibility. Implementation could be 
expeditiously executed and would require relatively minimal planning, design and 
construction before the Space Coast region would realize its benefits. 
 
The projections of rail-ready cargo for both export from and import to the Canaveral North 
Side cargo area are on the order of 865,000 tons per year and that equates to 166 railcars (70 
hoppers and 96 boxes) per week. This does not include the occasional need to move tanker 
cars containing ethanol and biodiesel or flat cars to carry marine containers. Bringing this 
initiative to fruition will accomplish the following: 

a. Take hundreds if not thousands of trucks off the heavily traveled SR 528 and 
I-95 every year. 

b. Utilize otherwise marginally utilized facilities and infrastructure (Canaveral 
Lock, the connecting barge canal, the OUC Barge Berth and the connecting 
rail spur to the FEC mainline). 

c. Create new regional employment and economic stimulus, as Port Canaveral 
is, at last, able to realize its cargo moving potential. 

Three examples of successful railcar-carrying barge operations can be found at the Alabama 
State Port Authority in Mobile, the Bay Coast Railroad Inc. on the Chesapeake Bay between 
Cape Charles and Little Creek, VA and the cross-harbor rail barge service in NYC.    
Additionally, little new infrastructure will be required, with the exception of railcar and 
railcar-barge loading facilities at the North Side Cargo Area. The Canaveral Lock, the barge 
canal that crosses the Banana River, bisects Merritt Island and intersects with the ICW in the 
Indian River and the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth at the OUC Indian River Power Park with the 
rail spur connecting to the FEC mainline already exists. Clearly, this is a relatively low cost 
initiative that will yield tremendous returns in terms of environmental enhancement, job 
creation; regional economic stimulus and making use of otherwise underutilized 
transportation assets. 
 
• Orlando’s Rail Alternative. Strategically serving all of Central Florida, the Canaveral Port 
Authority’s project will have a significant impact on Brevard County, the Central (Orlando) 
and East Central Florida region. In addition to its home county of Brevard, the Canaveral Port 
Authority serves the Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), and 
the Orlando-Deltona MSA and Daytona Beach. With a combined population of 2,452,000 
people, Central Florida is the 26th largest metropolitan area in the United States. As an inland 
urban center, the Orlando metropolitan area is the only major Florida city without direct port 
access. With the City of Orlando’s plans to divert its freight rail 50 miles to the west towards 
the central part of the state by late 2013. As goods movement by rail to this region is 
reduced, the CPA’s importance to the Central Florida region and the state of Florida will 
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significantly increase as cargo and containerized goods bound for Central Florida shift to Port 
Canaveral.  
 
• Provide more transportation choices

 

. The development of the multimodal terminal 
logistics center, construction of NCB 3 and 4 and development of the inland port terminal rail 
access connectivity will provide more transportation choices to the maritime industry by 
creating flexibility in the types of vessels that Port Canaveral can serve, by adding greater 
options to the types and sizes of cargos that can be loaded or unloaded at the port, and 
providing more choices in port destination. The additional berths and multimodal transit rail 
center will improve existing transportation choices by enhancing points of intermodal 
connectivity between maritime and land-based, rail-based transportation operations and will 
reduce congestion on existing modal assets at Port Canaveral. Since the berth expansions, 
multimodal transit rail center and rail connectivity are all included in the Port Canaveral 
Master Plan, and is incorporated by reference in the Brevard County Comprehensive Plan, 
under Florida Community Planning Law, the planning process coordinates transportation and 
land-use planning decisions and includes community participation in the process. Both plans 
have a land use component. The transportation and land use sections of the plan are 
required to be consistent. 

• Promote equitable, affordable housing

 

. The proposed project will increase the number of 
jobs locally and regionally, providing many families with the resources to obtain equitable 
and affordable housing. The Benefit Cost Analysis (Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2013) 
completed in support of this TIGER V application, projected 249 temporary and up to 110 
permanent jobs, valued at $3,705,448, to be generated by improvements in this proposal. 

• Enhance economic competitiveness

 

. The proposed three-component project will enhance 
economic competitiveness by opening the Central Florida market to a greater variety of ships 
and cargoes, improving the efficiencies of port operations, reducing transportation costs, 
and by increasing the competitiveness among Florida’s deepwater ports.  

• Support existing communities

 

. Port Canaveral has been a major economic engine for the 
East Central Florida area for almost 60 years. The Port has served the community as well as 
national assets like the Kennedy Space Center and the Canaveral Air Force Station. The 
proposed three-component project will allow the Port to continue to support the East 
Central Florida community in the 21st Century by providing a variety of cargo transportation 
modes and increased supply chain efficiency to the many businesses located in the region. 

• Coordinate and leverage federal policies and investment

 

. The proposed project supports 
the President’s Export Initiative Program by increasing area competitiveness for the 
exportation of Florida produced goods.  This is a prime example of coordinating and 
leveraging federal policies and investment with State, region, local, and private investments. 
The Canaveral Port Authority is a local governmental unit responsible for the management of 
Port Canaveral. The Authority has always planned for the future to meet the changing needs 
of the region. This investment will help leverage local and state funds to continue to meet 
those needs. The Port is also a critical partner in coordinating and leveraging the policies and 
investments of other Federal agencies such as the Air Force, Navy, NASA, Homeland Security, 
US Fish & Wildlife Service, Army Corp of Engineers and others. 

• Value communities and neighborhoods. Port Canaveral is an important member of the East 
Central Florida area, as well as local communities. The port is developing the Cove, which 
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provides opportunities for local residents to shop and eat at locally owned establishments. In 
addition, Port Canaveral has waterfront and beachfront parks open to the public. The 
proposed three-component project will increase the revenues of the port to support and 
further invest in these community-based activities. 

iv. Sustainability 
• Energy Efficiency The proposed three-component project will increase energy efficiency 
through the ability to serve ships to or from Canada, Europe, Africa, Central and South 
America, and the Caribbean that are serving the East Central Florida community. The 
additional berths will allow ships to utilize Port Canaveral rather than going around the 
peninsula of Florida, through the Florida Straits, and up the Gulf of Mexico to other Florida 
seaports. This will reduce the trip by approximately 573 nautical miles and decrease the 
amount of energy used by each vessel. In addition, the enhanced berth options will reduce 
the time ships have to wait offshore for open mooring eliminating the use of energy and 
lowering demurrage costs. The NCB 5/6 will have a longer overall length than the existing 
berths at the Port, which will enhance the variety of large ships to utilize the Port. Larger 
ships will handle more tonnage and therefore reduce the number of ships required to move a 
similar volume by consolidation. This will reduce energy usage and costs.  
 
• Greenhouse Gases, like the amount of energy used, will be reduced. Decreasing the 
number of trucks needed on our major highways will reduce the production of greenhouse 
gases including NOx, SOx, CO2, CO and HC. See detailed benefits of CO2 reduction in the 
Benefit Cost Analysis section, Table 2.  For this project, the number of cargo handling moves 
using this rail-barge option would be fewer than transporting the same cargo by truck. The 
tremendously increased volume of cargo that can be moved by one railcar compared to the 
same cargo volume that would require multiple truckloads demonstrates the reduction in 
highway congestion and greenhouse gas emissions.  
 
• Environmental Impact Port Canaveral has been in existence for over 50 years. The 
proposed project is located within the existing Port footprint and will not be constructed in a 
Greenfield area or an environmentally sensitive area. As noted above, the facilities will also 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reduce energy usage. 
 
• Endangered Species Port Canaveral has a long history of protecting endangered species 
such as the manatee and various sea turtles. These programs are funded through the Port’s 
revenues. The expansion of the Port with this project will generate funds that will help 
support and fund these environmental programs as well as future initiatives. 

v. Safety 
The development of the multimodal terminal logistics center, construction of NCB 3 and 4 and 
development of the inland port terminal rail access connectivity will enhance safety at the Port 
through the ability to handle cargo ships, utilized railcar barge transport and invest in rail 
connectivity, all which is done in Coast Guard approved secured areas.  The NCBs 3-6 is located 
within the Port’s security perimeter, enhancing the safety and security of the ships and their 
cargoes. 
 
Please refer to the Benefit Cost Analysis section, Table 3 schedule on the monetized benefits. 

vi. Project Readiness 
This project will be ready for construction by June 2014.  All locations already have existing 
structures that require improvements.  The plans and design should be completed by December 
2013.  With expedited focus, CPA is confident that permits can be in hand over the next 90-150 
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days allowing for these minor renovations and expansions will allow for fully functional barge 
facilities ready for operations rapidly. Sea wall, land bridge enhancements and expanded 
fenders, all of which contribute to a safer and quicker loading will expand the life of the facilities.  
However, these improvements can continue to be done with the facilities already in operations. 
  

a. National Environmental Policy Act:  The state and federal resource agencies have reviewed 
and approved the related Canaveral Port Authority Marine Structures Permit.  In addition, an 
adjacent project within the redeveloped dredged material reuse area has been reviewed and 
approved for Finding of No Significant Impact with the consulting agencies.  Based on these 
consultations, it can be demonstrated that this project area will not significantly impact the 
natural, social and/or economic environment.  It is anticipated that the satisfactory 
confirmation during the NEPA process will be completed within 6-9 months, prior to June 
2014. 

Environmental Reviews and Approvals: 

 
b. The proposed project components include use of the North Cargo Berths 5 and 6 (Marine 
structures permit FDEP 0272477-001-E1) and north side upland development improvements 
(currently in design, project permits are anticipated Fall 2013).  The project is located outside the 
floodplain and there are no wetlands within the project limits.  The project area has previously 
been reviewed (as part of an adjacent application) and complies with Section 106 of the Historic 
Preservation Act.  It is located in a developed dredged material reuse area and the project has no 
negative impacts on factors including environmental justice, historic and archeological resources, 
parklands and other Section 4(f) properties, and the ecosystem.  The Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection Marine Structures Permit includes a consistency review in accordance 
with Florida’s Coastal Zone Management Program and Florida’s Coastal Zone Management 
Program (FCMP) as part of the approved Environmental Resource Permit (ERP). 
 
c. The document links include: 

• FDEP Marine Structures Permit (0272477-001-E1) 
• USACE Marine Structures Permit 2007-1580 (SP-TSB) 

 
d. The NEPA and environmental reviews are underway and will be coordinated with the 
appropriate administrative field office. 

b. INNOVATION 
Improvements to NCBs 3 and 4 will utilize a “combi-wall system” and a “pile fabrication method” of 
construction that are innovative technologies that will provide more strength and longevity using 
less tonnage of steel. The combi-wall systems add strength by combining king pile with sheet pile or 
tubular sheet pile attached by interlocks. This design allows the combi-wall system to withstand 
greater loads than traditional sheet pile wall. These technologies will enhance the state of good 
repair of the facility, enhance economic competitiveness with lower maintenance costs over the life 
of the project, and promotes environmental sustainability by using less steel. They will be lighted by 
a two-component low-pressure sodium and high-pressure sodium lighting system. The lighting 
innovation is the use of lower masts for hurricane protection, maintenance, and sea turtle 
protection. This design will boost the state of good repair of the facility and further environmental 
sustainability.  The fenders to be used on NCBs 3-4 are innovative design for manatee protection. 
These fenders provide a four-foot standoff under maximum operational compression. This provides 
adequate room for a manatee to escape if trapped between a ship and the berth. This design 
supports the environmental sustainability of the project. Ship to shore cranes used for unloading at 
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NCB 5/6 and loading at NCB 3/4 will be made of state-of-the-art materials and construction.  Sea wall, 
land bridge enhancements and expanded fenders create safer and quicker loading and expand the 
life of the facilities already in operation.  Construction of Component 3 for development of the new 
inland multimodal rail center will include the development of a 300,000 SF logistic distribution center 
and 150,000 SF port warehouses that accommodate containers, LCL materials, and the breakdown of 
containerized goods for distribution. The costs associated with the warehousing will be funded by 
private real estate development investment with rail and marine terminal public private partnerships, 
and foreign investments. Added marine terminal equipment and expanded cranes would also be 
private investments. 

c. PARTNERSHIP 
The Canaveral Port Authority strongly supports the development of Public/Private Partnerships and 
this application embodies that effort. As witnessed by the letters of support provided for this 
project, this partnership coalition represents seaports, State transportation agencies, regional 
planning and economic development, workforce interests, elected officials and private business 
interest.  These letters can be found both in Appendix C and on our TIGER V website 
www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER V

d. RESULTS OF BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS 

.  The Florida Department of Transportation has committed funds 
for the north side cargo improvements at Port Canaveral and these funds will be included in the 38% 
local match and has supplied Canaveral Port Authority a letter of support for this project.  Other 
major partners in this project are:  Florida East Coast Railway, Ambassador Services, Inc., Blue Water 
Terminals and Sea Port Canaveral.  Please see Project Parties section for more details.  

Introduction

In support of a TIGER V grant application, Cambridge Systematics (CS) performed a comprehensive 
cost-benefit analysis for a proposal to make improvements to the infrastructure of Port Canaveral to 
support a rail car barge connecting the Port to the FEC mainline just west of the Intracoastal 
Waterway. The rail car barge would serve multiple cargo types including liquid and dry bulks and 
break bulk cargoes like metals and forest products. It would relieve congestion within the port area, 
on several nearby bridges and on surrounding corridors such as I-95 by shifting cargo from trucks to 
barge and rail. The project would also have substantial impacts on local and regional air quality by 
substituting a low emission tug and rail barge for local truck drayage and an efficient rail connection 
for the longer haul trucking shipments that currently originate and terminate at the port.   

.  

Ocean borne cargo would be transported to empty rail cars and moved onto a car float barge that 
would handle 20-28 loaded rail cars at a time. It would then be moved by tug approximately 15 
nautical miles to the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth. The logistical arrangement is modeled after other 
successful examples such as the Bay Coast Railroad Inc. on the Eastern Shore of Virginia and 
Maryland.   

Port Canaveral has recently completed a number of capacity expansions with additional expansions 
underway. Without the proposed improvements, the projected tonnage growth at Port Canaveral 
will create substantial truck congestion and lead to deteriorated pavement and bridge conditions in 
the surrounding area. The impact of additional truck traffic will not be limited to Central Florida but 
will also impact a number of other corridors including I-95, I-75 and US 528. Imports of bulk and break 
bulk materials such as lumber commonly travel directly from Port Canaveral to other southeast 
states by truck. The inefficiency of these long haul truck shipments of rail competitive cargo due to 
the absence of rail service at the port leads to higher shipper costs for transportation, increased fuel 
consumption and emissions, and more truck-related crashes. 

Summary of Findings: 

http://www.portcanaveral.com/TIGER�
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The estimates of truck to rail diversion due to the infrastructure improvements are based on the 
Port’s existing truck-captive cargo profile and projected tonnage growth in key commodities due to 
pre-existing terminal expansions currently underway. The port has also provided estimates of new 
induced traffic that would be generated by the availability of rail service. For induced traffic, the 
Benefit-Cost analysis measures benefits only for those shipments that will occur through future 
growth of the economy and not for cargo that might shift from other ports.   

• Base Case Scenario.  The base case scenario describes what happens if the TIGER V grant is 
not awarded and the corresponding improvements are not made. 

• Project Scenario.  The project scenario describes what happens if the TIGER V grant is 
awarded and the corresponding improvements are made. 

Five categories of long-term outcomes were considered:  state of good repair; economic 
competitiveness; livability; sustainability; and safety.  Non-monetized and monetized benefits were 
calculated for 30 analysis years, beginning in 2015 and ending in 2044. Monetized benefits were 
summed and discounted at rates of 3% and 7% annually.  Benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) were calculated as 
discounted benefits divided by project cost. 

The Port provided detailed cargo forecasts to Cambridge Systematics listed by commodity. These 
forecasts compare the cargo throughput with and without project along with the rail share of each 
cargo type that would be added with the project. The Port currently has no rail capability. For the 
project scenario, the analysis assumes that the port will begin with a single daily barge service in 
2015. The barge is projected to have a capacity of 28 loaded railcars and would be operated by a 
towing company currently in service at the Port. The barge service would be capable of handling 
both import and export bulk traffic.  Capital and maintenance costs were provided by Port Canaveral 
with supplemental analysis conducted by Cambridge Systematics. 
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TABLE 1:  TRAFFIC FORECASTS WITH TIGER V PROJECT 

 
The analysis quantified a series of important non-monetized benefits (see Table 2): 

• Avoided Truck Trips

• 

.  The rail service made possible by the TIGER V project will avoid the 
need for 32 thousand truck trips annually at full operation.   

Avoided Truck VMT

• 

.  The average distance of an eliminated truck trip is 312 miles, and as a 
result, the TIGER V project will eliminate 10 million truck vehicle miles of travel (VMT) 
annually at full operation, and 280 million truck VMT over the analysis period. 

Avoided Truck Ton-Miles

• 

.  At 17 tons per loaded truck, the TIGER V project will eliminate 171 
million truck ton-miles annually at full operation and 4.7 billion truck ton-miles over the 
analysis period. 

Avoided Hours of Delay

• 

.  Fewer trucks and reduced truck VMT results in 41 thousand annual 
hours of reduced highway congestion both in the immediate area and along key corridors.    

Avoided Fuel Consumption

• 

.  The fuel savings from avoided truck travel was estimated based 
on ton-miles per gallon data.  The additional fuel consumed by increased rail and barge 
travel was also estimated based on ton-miles per gallon data with the rail and barge option 
providing a net fuel efficiency gain per unit of travel.   

Net Reduction in Carbon Emissions.  The production of carbon is proportional to the gallons 
of fuel burned, and carbon emissions avoided was estimated from fuel savings.   
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• Net Reduction in NOx Emissions

• 

.  The production of nitrogen oxides (NOx) is proportional 
to the gallons of fuel burned, the type of fuel, and the specifications of the engine burning 
the fuel. NOx emissions avoided were estimated using rates developed by the USEPA. 

Net Reduction in PM Emissions

• 

.  The production of Particulate Matter (PM) is proportional 
to the gallons of fuel burned, the type of fuel, and the specifications of the engine burning 
the fuel. PM emissions avoided were estimated using rates developed by the USEPA. 

Net Reduction in Large Truck Crashes

Table 2 Summarizes Non-Monetized Benefits over the full analysis period. 

.  Rates of heavy truck crashes per truck VMT were 
developed from FMCSA and applied to the reduced VMT to estimate the corresponding 
reduction in large truck crashes.   

 

TABLE 2:  TOTAL NON-MONETIZED LONG-TERM OUTCOME BENEFITS 

 
 

The third step in the analysis translated these non-monetized benefits into monetized benefits: 

• State of Good Repair

• 

 is comprised of the value of avoided roadway pavement damage due to 
reduced US truck VMT combined with the value of avoided railway maintenance in the project 
scenario.  The calculation considers truck trips avoided and the average pavement damage 
cost per truck mile of travel. 

Economic Competitiveness

• 

 is comprised of the direct cost savings to freight shippers and 
receivers from using rail and barge transportation in lieu of truck (savings passed on to 
shippers).   

Livability

• 

 is the value of travel time savings for highway users.   

Sustainability

• 

 is the social value of reduced fuel consumption, NOx, PM, and carbon emissions.  
The source of the estimates is the Federal Railroad Administration’s. "Comparative Evaluation 
of Rail and Truck Fuel Efficiency on Competitive Corridors" 2009.   

Safety

As shown in Table 3 following, the monetized value of these long-term outcome benefits is 
estimated $ 225 million dollars over the analyzed period, in current dollars and without discounting.   

 is comprised of the value of avoided fatal, non-fatal injury, and property damage 
crashes involving heavy trucks.  
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TABLE 3:  MONETIZED NON-DISCOUNTED LONG-TERM OUTCOME BENEFIT 

 
The fourth and final step in the analysis translated non-discounted monetized benefits into 
discounted benefit streams and BCRs.  Discounted at 3%, the cumulative benefit figure is $ 142 million 
dollars.  Discounted at 7%, except for carbon emissions which remain discounted at 3% consistent 
with TIGER V guidance, the cumulative benefit figure is $ 108 million.  Benefit Cost Ratios were 
calculated as the value of discounted benefits divided by project capital and associated maintenance 
cost. The cost estimates are slightly different for the different discount rates since associated 
maintenance cost associated with induced demand is included. This produced a BCR of 5.7 at 3% 
discounting, and a BCR of 4.5 at 7% discounting. Many of the benefits from the project occur in the 
near to immediate term and this accounts for the narrow difference in BCR for the 3% and 7% 
discount rates. 

 

TABLE 4:  SUMMARY OF COST BENEFIT RATIOS 

 
 

Please see the detailed Benefit Cost Analysis including calculations in Appendix B.  
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V. PLANNING APPROVALS, NEPA AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEWS AND APPROVALS 

a. Status and Schedule   
With expedited focus, we are confident that permits can be in hand over the next 90-150 
days so that these minor renovations and expansions to already functional barge  facilities 
can be fully permitted and go into full operations. 
 
Project Schedule: 

 
 

b. Stakeholder Partnerships and Implementation Agreements 
This project is supported by thorough planning, feasibility studies and design projects that 
involved coordination across funding partners.  The formal final agreement that are being 
pursued with Orlando Utilities Commission, Florida East Coast Railways and being 
memorialized with Seaport Canaveral, Ambassador Services and Blue Water Terminals at 
their next respective board meeting.   Continuing contracts with our consultants and 
contractors will be used for the engineering, design and construction. 

c. Environmental Approvals  
The environmental process is in process that will take up to 9 months and will be completed 
before June 2014.   

d. Technical Feasibility 
This project will be implemented with the benefit of extensive knowledge gained from 
planning, designing and constructing several projects completed here at the Port with both 
in-house and general engineering contracts.  

e. Financial Feasibility 
Financial projections and forecasting for Canaveral Port Authority (CPA) have confirmed that 
CPA is financially stable and will invest funds generated through Port revenues for maritime 
fees and services for this project.  Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) also 
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supports this project and will partner with CPA through grants funds obligated to the 
development of the Port’s North- side cargo development.  Combined with the support from 
the TIGER V initiative, this project will be financially feasible as successful and economically 
sound investment. Additionally, the cargo terminal operators at the port and FEC have 
devoted their support through the use of over a combined total of $5 million in cargo 
handling equipment and capital investments, coupled with the commitment of generating an 
additional 31 jobs. 

VI. FEDERAL WAGE RATE CERTIFICATION 

A Federal Wage Rate Certification is attached at the end of this application summary.  The Canaveral 
Port Authority agrees to adhere to all Federal and State requirements relating to wages and labor in 
conjunction with this grant project. 
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TIGER V BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS 
Rail Car Barge Operation for the 
Canaveral Port Authority  
Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 
June 3, 2013 

1.0 Introduction 
In support of a TIGER V grant application, Cambridge Systematics (CS) performed a 
comprehensive cost-benefit analysis for a proposal to make improvements to the infrastructure of 
Port Canaveral to support a rail car barge connecting the Port to the Florida East Coast (FEC) 
Railway mainline just west of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway. The rail car barge would serve 
multiple cargo types including liquid and dry bulks and breakbulk cargoes like metals and forest 
products. It would relieve congestion within the port area, on several nearby bridges and on 
surrounding corridors such as I-95 by shifting cargo from trucks to barge and rail. The project 
would also have substantial impacts on local and regional air quality by substituting a low 
emission tug and rail barge for local truck drayage and an efficient rail connection for the longer 
haul trucking shipments that currently originate and terminate at the port.   

Ocean borne cargo would be off-loaded at Port Canaveral and then loaded onto  empty rail 
cars already positioned on a car float barge with a 20-28 rail car capacity. It would then be 
moved by tug approximately 15 nautical miles to the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth. The logistical 
arrangement is modeled after other successful examples such as the Bay Coast Railroad Inc. on 
the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland.    

2.0 Summary of Findings 
Port Canaveral has recently completed a number of capacity expansions with additional 
expansions underway. Without the proposed improvements, the projected tonnage growth at Port 
Canaveral will create substantial truck congestion and lead to deteriorated pavement and bridge 
conditions in the surrounding area. The impact of additional truck traffic will not be limited to 
Central Florida but will also impact a number of other corridors including I-95, I-75 and SR 528. 
Imports of bulk and break bulk materials such as lumber commonly travel directly from Port 
Canaveral to other southeast states by truck. The inefficiency of these long haul truck shipments of 
rail competitive cargo due to the absence of rail service at the port leads to higher shipper costs 
for transportation, increased fuel consumption and emissions, and more truck-related crashes. 

The estimates of truck to rail diversion due to the infrastructure improvements are based on the 
Port’s existing truck-captive cargo profile and projected tonnage growth in key commodities due 
to pre-existing terminal expansions currently underway. The port has also provided estimates of 
new induced traffic that would be generated by the availability of rail service. For induced 
traffic, the Benefit-Cost analysis measures benefits only for those shipments that will occur through 
future growth of the economy and not for cargo that might shift from other ports.   
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• Base Case Scenario.  The base case scenario describes what happens if the TIGER V grant 
is not awarded and the corresponding improvements are not made. 

• Project Scenario.  The project scenario describes what happens if the TIGER V grant is 
awarded and the corresponding improvements are made. 

Five categories of long-term outcomes were considered:  state of good repair; economic 
competitiveness; livability; sustainability; and safety.  Non-monetized and monetized benefits 
were calculated for 30 analysis years, beginning in 2015 and ending in 2044. Monetized 
benefits were summed and discounted at rates of 3% and 7% annually.  Benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) 
were calculated as discounted benefits divided by project cost. 

The Port provided detailed cargo forecasts to Cambridge Systematics broken down by 
commodity. These forecasts compare the cargo throughput with and without the project along with 
the rail share of each cargo type that would be added with the project. The Port currently has no 
rail capability. For the project scenario, the analysis assumes that the port will begin with a single 
daily barge service in 2015. The barge is projected to have a capacity of 28 loaded railcars 
and would be operated by a towing company currently in service at the Port. The barge service 
would be capable of handling both import and export bulk traffic. Capital and maintenance costs 
were provided by Port Canaveral with supplemental analysis conducted by Cambridge 
Systematics. 

Table 1.   Traffic Forecasts with TIGER V Project 

 

Base Traffic Forecast TOTAL
Estimated Cargo Tonnage (without Project) 167,601,182                 
Rail Tonnage share (without project)
Rail tonnage (without project) 1,311,000                     
Rail tonnage Share (with project)
Rail Revenue Tonnage (with Project) 49,857,891                   
Change in Rail Revenue Tonnage (with project) - Avoided Truck Tonnage 30,352,891                   
Change in Revenue Vehicle Rail (with project) - Avoided Truck 119,553                         
Revenue Vehicle by Rail (with Project) 179,553                         
Additional Induced Rail Revenue Tonnage (with Project) 49,857,891                   
Rail Tonnage (with Project) 50% conversion factor - f     24,928,946                   
Change in Rail Tonnage (with project) - Avoided Truck Tonnage 50% conversion factor - f     15,176,446                   
Change in Vehicle Rail (with project) - Avoided Truck 50% conversion factor - f     59,776                           
Vehicle Rail (with Project) 50% conversion factor - f     89,776                           
Additional Induced Rail Tonnage (with Project) 50% conversion factor - f     24,928,946                   

Added Rail Unit Trips (loaded) - Vehicles 18                                        cars per rail car 4,988                              
Added Rail Unit Miles of Travel (UMT) (loaded) - Vehicles 325                                      miles per trip 1,620,961                     
Added Rail Ton-Miles (loaded) - Vehicles 2,674,586                     

Added Rail Unit Trips (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 100.0                                  tons per car 249,289                         
Added Rail Unit Miles of Travel (UMT) (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 354                                      miles per trip 88,248,467                   
Added Rail Ton-Miles (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 8,824,846,734             

Avoided Truck Unit Trips (loaded) - Vehicles 9                                           cars per truck 6,642                              
Avoided Truck VMT (loaded) - Vehicles 325                                      miles per trip 2,158,589                     
Avoided Truck Ton-Miles (loaded) - Vehicles 3,561,671                     

Avoided Truck Unit Trips (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 17.0                                     tons per truck 892,732                         
Avoided Truck VMT (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 312                                      miles per trip 278,532,413                 
Avoided Truck Ton-Miles (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 4,735,051,019             
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The analysis quantified a series of important non-monetized benefits (see Table 2): 

• Avoided Truck Trips.  The rail service made possible by the TIGER V project will avoid the 
need for 32 thousand truck trips annually at full operation.   

• Avoided Truck VMT.  The average distance of an eliminated truck trip is 312 miles, and as 
a result, the TIGER V project will eliminate 10 million truck vehicle miles of travel (VMT) 
annually at full operation, and 280 million truck VMT over the analysis period. 

• Avoided Truck Ton-Miles.  At 17 tons per loaded truck, the TIGER V project will eliminate 
171 million truck ton-miles annually at full operation, and 4.7 billion truck ton-miles over 
the analysis period. 

• Avoided Hours of Delay.  Fewer trucks and reduced truck VMT results in 41 thousand 
annual hours of reduced highway congestion both in the immediate area and along key 
corridors.    

• Avoided Fuel Consumption.  The fuel savings from avoided truck travel was estimated 
based on ton-miles per gallon data.  The additional fuel consumed by increased rail and 
barge travel was also estimated based on ton-miles per gallon data with the rail and 
barge option providing a net fuel efficiency gain per unit of travel.   

• Net Reduction in Carbon Emissions.  The production of carbon is proportional to the gallons 
of fuel burned, and carbon emissions avoided was estimated from fuel savings.   

• Net Reduction in NOx Emissions.  The production of nitrogen oxides (NOx) is proportional 
to the gallons of fuel burned, the type of fuel, and the specifications of the engine burning 
the fuel. NOx emissions avoided were estimated using rates developed by the USEPA. 

• Net Reduction in PM Emissions.  The production of Particulate Matter (PM) is proportional 
to the gallons of fuel burned, the type of fuel, and the specifications of the engine burning 
the fuel. PM emissions avoided were estimated using rates developed by the USEPA. 

• Net Reduction in Large Truck Crashes.  Rates of heavy truck crashes per truck VMT were 
developed from FMCSA and applied to the reduced VMT to estimate the corresponding 
reduction in large truck crashes.   

Table 2 Summarizes Non-Monetized Benefits over the full analysis period.  
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Table 2.  Total Non-Monetized Long-Term Outcome Benefits 

 

The third step in the analysis translated these non-monetized benefits into monetized benefits: 

• State of Good Repair is comprised of the value of avoided roadway pavement damage 
due to reduced US truck VMT combined with the value of avoided roadway maintenance 
in the project scenario.  The calculation considers truck trips avoided and the average 
pavement damage cost per truck mile of travel. 

• Economic Competitiveness is comprised of the direct cost savings to freight shippers and 
receivers from using rail and barge transportation in lieu of truck (savings passed on to 
shippers).   

• Livability is the value of travel time savings for highway users.   
• Sustainability is the social value of reduced fuel consumption, NOx, PM, and carbon 

emissions.  The source of the estimates is the Federal Railroad Administration’s. 
"Comparative Evaluation of Rail and Truck Fuel Efficiency on Competitive Corridors" 
2009.   

• Safety is comprised of the value of avoided fatal, non-fatal injury, and property damage 
crashes involving heavy trucks.  

As shown in Table 3 following, the monetized value of these long-term outcome benefits is 
estimated at $225 million dollars over the analysis period, in current dollars and without 
discounting.   

Table 3.  Monetized Non-Discounted Long-Term Outcome Benefits 

 

The fourth and final step in the analysis translated non-discounted monetized benefits into 
discounted benefit streams and BCRs.  Discounted at 3%, the cumulative benefit figure is $ 142 

TOTAL OF NON-MONETIZED BENEFITS

Avoided Truck Unit Trips 899,374                              
Avoided Truck VMT (Loaded) 280,691,002                     
Avoided Truck Ton Miles (Loaded) 4,738,612,691                  

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 1,138,648.50                    
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 26,033,669                        
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 262,157                              
Net Reduction in Large Truck Crashes 277                                      

TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 34,354,553$                     
Economic Competitiveness 36,401,784$                     
Livability 18,582,744$                     
Sustainability 87,391,075$                     
Safety 48,140,428$                     
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 224,870,583$                   
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million dollars.  Discounted at 7%, except for carbon emissions which remain discounted at 3% 
consistent with TIGER V guidance, the cumulative benefit figure is $ 108 million.  Benefit Cost 
Ratios were calculated as the value of discounted benefits divided by project capital and 
associated maintenance cost. The cost estimates are slightly different for the different discount 
rates since associated maintenance cost associated with induced demand is included. This 
produced a BCR of 5.7 at 3% discounting, and a BCR of 4.5 at 7% discounting. Many of the 
benefits from the project occur in the near to immediate term and this accounts for the narrow 
difference in BCR for the 3% and 7% discount rates.  

Table 4.  Summary of Benefit Cost Ratios 

 

3.0 Factors and Calculations 
Table 5.  Summary of Key Calculation Factors 

 
 

BENEFIT COST RATIO

Value of Discounted Benefits, 3% 142,260,671$                   
Project Cost 24,936,709$                     
BCR (Ratio of NPV to Project Cost) at 3% Discounting 5.7

Value of Discounted Benefits, 7% 107,921,364$                   
Project Cost 24,083,744$                     
Net Present Value of Benefits
BCR (Ratio of NPV to Project Cost) at 7% Discounting 4.5

Base Traffic Forecast Data Source

Estimated Cargo Tonnage (without Project) CS Analysis of Port Canaveral Data
Rail Tonnage Share (without project)
Rail tonnage (without project) 
Rail tonnage Share (with project) CS Analysis of Port Canaveral Data
Rail Revenue Tonnage (with Project)
Change in Rail Revenue Tonnage (with project) - Avoided Truck Tonnage
Change in Revenue Vehicle Rail (with project) - Avoided Truck
Revenue Vehicle by Rail (with Project)
Additional Induced Rail Revenue Tonnage (with Project)
Rail Tonnage (with Project) 50% conversion factor - from revenue throughput to volumes
Change in Rail Tonnage (with project) - Avoided Truck Tonnage 50% conversion factor - from revenue throughput to volumes
Change in Vehicle Rail (with project) - Avoided Truck 50% conversion factor - from revenue throughput to volumes
Vehicle Rail (with Project) 50% conversion factor - from revenue throughput to volumes
Additional Induced Rail Tonnage (with Project) 50% conversion factor - from revenue throughput to volumes

Added Rail Unit Trips (loaded) - Vehicles 18                                        cars per rail car CS analysis of vehicle carrying rail car capacity 
Added Rail Unit Miles of Travel (UMT) (loaded) - Vehicles 325                                      miles per trip Weighted average of Cargo Origins and Destinations provided by Port Canaveral
Added Rail Ton-Miles (loaded) - Vehicles

Added Rail Unit Trips (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 100.0                                  tons per car Data on rail estimated rail car weight provided by Port Canaveral 
Added Rail Unit Miles of Travel (UMT) (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 354                                      miles per trip Weighted average of cargo origins and destinations provided by Port Canaveral
Added Rail Ton-Miles (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles

Avoided Truck Unit Trips (loaded) - Vehicles 9                                           cars per truck CS analysis of vehicle carrying truck capacity 
Avoided Truck VMT (loaded) - Vehicles 325                                      miles per trip Weighted average of cargo origins and destinations provided by Port Canaveral
Avoided Truck Ton-Miles (loaded) - Vehicles

Avoided Truck Unit Trips (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 17.0                                     tons per truck CS analysis of average truck carrying capacity
Avoided Truck VMT (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles 312                                      miles per trip Weighted average of cargo origins and destinations provided by Port Canaveral
Avoided Truck Ton-Miles (loaded) - Total Less Vehicles
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I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 0.007$                                per truck Ton-mile GAO-11-134 Freight Transportation, 2011  Reflects blended average of urban and

non-urbanized interstate mileage.  Urban arterial damage assumed at same rate
as urbanized interstate mileage.

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 1.3000$                              Per avoided truck crossing CS analysis of FDOT data
State of Good Repair Savings

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 0.120$                                per truck ton-mile Federal Highway Administration value.
Assumed Rail Discount 0.090$                                per rail ton-mile CS estimate based on STB rail linehaul rates and estimated lift

and drayage costs.  Rail and truck pricing are both variable based
Associated Rail Float Barge Cost $0.20 per barge ton-mile on commodity, trade lane, fuel cost, availability and quality of

services, and other factors.  This figure is a overall approximation
reflecting the generally expected minimum discount using rail.

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 0.0045 per truck VMT CS HERS modeling and FHWA Highway Cost Allocation Study, 2001.
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 0.02 Hours per avoided truck crossi[Assumes national network results are applicable to this specific corridor]

For previous TIGER applications, CS performed HERS modeling for
the eastern US highway network and developed estimates of user
time saved per truck VMT avoided.  This factor is generally consistent
with the FHWA factor for 10% urban and 90% rural mileage.

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 23                                        vehicles-minute delay per no  CS traffic analysis of local at-grade crossings at full terminal opertation 

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 293                                      vehicles-minute delay each ti        versus current traffic, with delay hours inflated to reflect annual traffic growth.

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours)
Value of Travel Time Savings 16.32$                                per hour TIGER IV Guidance (all pirposes, average of local and intercity)
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars
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Table 5.  Summary of Key Calculation Factors (continued) 

 

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 104 ton-miles/gal Comparison of Modal Efficiency, Texas Transp. Institute, amended 2009 
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 452.0 ton-miles/gal Comparison of Modal Efficiency, Texas Transp. Institute, amended 2009 
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons)
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 0.0111 per gallon saved US EPA (22.2 lbs per gallon / 2000)
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 0.9072

Rail (g/ton mile) Truck (g/ton mile)
NOx 0.4270 1.1140 USEPA
PM2.5 0.0120 0.0480 USEPA
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons)
Net Reduction in PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions $7,385 per metric ton Tiger V Guidance

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions $316,106 per metric ton Tiger V Guidance

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions varies TIGER V Guidance (3% escalation value) (not esclated from 2007 dollars)
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 1.070 inflation factor TIGER V values Inflated to current dollars at CPI.
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions
Value of Sustainability Benefits

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0.00000001037                per VMT FMCSA data, 2011.
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 0.00000017708                per VMT FMCSA data, 2011.
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 0.00000080554                per VMT FMCSA data, 2011.

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 9,100,000$                        per event TIGER V BCA Resource Guide; 2012 Unsurvivable value inflated to 2012 at CPI.
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 427,700$                           per event TIGER V BCA Resource Guide; 2012 Moderate value inflated to 2012 at CPI.
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 3,376$                                per event TIGER V BCA Resource Guide; 2010 value inflated to 2012 at CPI.

Value of All Safety Benefits
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Table 6.  Annual Benefit Calculations, Years 1-7 

 

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 748,461$               762,837$               802,057$             823,843$               854,057$               900,973$               945,893$               

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 26,342$                 27,244$                  28,645$                29,423$                  30,502$                  32,178$                  33,782$                  
State of Good Repair Savings 774,802$               790,081$               830,702$             853,265$               884,560$               933,151$               979,675$               

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 12,830,754$         13,077,205$         13,749,551$       14,123,015$         14,640,985$         15,445,252$         16,215,304$         
Assumed Rail Discount 10,962,341$         11,180,498$         11,761,073$       12,078,877$         12,538,630$         13,226,088$         13,884,585$         

Associated Rail Float Barge Cost 1,032,657$           1,053,280$            1,108,030$          1,137,955$            1,181,428$            1,246,190$            1,308,226$            

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars 835,755$               843,427$               880,448$             906,183$               920,927$               972,974$               1,022,493$            

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 28,140                    28,706                    30,202                  31,016                    32,212                    33,977                    35,667                    
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 405                          413                          435                        447                          464                          489                          514                          

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 621                          699                          798                        885                          993                          1,066                      1,181                      

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 1,383                      1,558                      1,778                    1,973                      2,213                      2,376                      2,632                      

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 26,541                    26,862                    28,061                  28,605                    29,470                    31,024                    32,368                    
Value of Travel Time Savings
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars 433,145$               438,391$               457,956$             466,830$               480,949$               506,305$               528,241$               

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 1,028,105              1,047,853              1,101,727            1,131,652              1,173,156              1,237,600              1,299,303              
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 302,055                 340,479                  388,987                432,826                  484,741                  521,138                  578,357                  
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 726,050                 707,374                  712,740                698,826                  688,415                  716,462                  720,946                  
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 8,059                      7,852                      7,911                    7,757                      7,641                      7,953                      8,003                      
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 7,311                      7,123                      7,177                    7,037                      6,932                      7,215                      7,260                      

NOx 
PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons) 73                            75                            79                          81                            84                            88                            93                            
Net Reduction in PM2.5 4                              4                               4                             4                               4                               5                               5                               
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Fuel Consumption from Drayage
Fuel Consumption from Rail barge
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions 542,473$               552,893$               581,319$             597,109$               619,008$               653,012$               685,569$               

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions 1,216,763$           1,240,135$            1,303,895$          1,339,311$            1,388,431$            1,464,701$            1,537,726$            

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 23.80$                    24.30$                    24.80$                  25.30$                    25.80$                    26.30$                    27.00$                    
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 26.01$                    26.56$                    27.11$                  27.65$                    28.20$                    28.75$                    29.51$                    
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions 190,188$               189,188$               194,546$             194,594$               195,483$               207,390$               214,243$               
Value of Sustainability Benefits 1,949,424$           1,982,216$            2,079,759$          2,131,013$            2,202,922$            2,325,103$            2,437,538$            

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0                              0                               0                             0                               0                               0                               0                               
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 1                              1                               1                             1                               1                               1                               1                               
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 5                              5                               5                             6                               6                               6                               6                               

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 593,262$               604,598$               635,638$             652,916$               676,730$               713,915$               749,516$               
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 476,080$               485,176$               510,085$             523,950$               543,061$               572,901$               601,470$               
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 17,095$                 17,421$                  18,316$                18,814$                  19,500$                  20,571$                  21,597$                  

Value of All Safety Benefits 1,086,437$           1,107,196$            1,164,038$          1,195,679$            1,239,291$            1,307,387$            1,372,583$            
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Table 7.  Annual Benefit Calculations, Years 8-14 

 

  

Base Traffic Forecast
8 9 10 11 12 13 14

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 1,035,238$            1,117,138$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 36,973$                  39,898$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  
State of Good Repair Savings 1,072,211$            1,157,036$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 17,746,933$         19,150,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         
Assumed Rail Discount 15,191,312$         16,386,062$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         

Associated Rail Float Barge Cost 1,431,303$            1,543,803$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars 1,124,318$            1,221,068$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 39,020                    42,083                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 562                          606                          650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 1,258                      1,399                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 2,802                      3,116                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 35,522                    38,174                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    
Value of Travel Time Savings
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars 579,719$               623,003$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 1,422,030              1,534,530              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 616,264                  686,750                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 805,766                  847,779                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 8,944                      9,410                      10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 8,114                      8,537                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      

NOx 
PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons) 102                          110                          118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          
Net Reduction in PM2.5 5                               6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Fuel Consumption from Drayage
Fuel Consumption from Rail barge
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions 750,325$               809,685$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions 1,682,974$            1,816,117$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 27.60$                    28.30$                    28.90$                    29.60$                    30.20$                    30.90$                    31.50$                    
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 30.17$                    30.93$                    31.59$                    32.35$                    33.01$                    33.77$                    34.43$                    
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions 244,770$               264,064$               293,987$               301,108$               307,211$               314,332$               320,435$               
Value of Sustainability Benefits 2,678,068$            2,889,866$            3,112,293$            3,119,413$            3,125,517$            3,132,638$            3,138,741$            

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 7                               8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 820,349$               885,305$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 658,312$               710,437$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 23,638$                  25,510$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  

Value of All Safety Benefits 1,502,299$            1,621,251$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
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Table 8.  Annual Benefit Calculations, Years 15-21 

 

 

  

Base Traffic Forecast
15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  
State of Good Repair Savings 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         
Assumed Rail Discount 17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         

Associated Rail Float Barge Cost 1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    
Value of Travel Time Savings
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      

NOx 
PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons) 118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          
Net Reduction in PM2.5 6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Fuel Consumption from Drayage
Fuel Consumption from Rail barge
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions 869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions 1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 32.10$                    32.80$                    33.40$                    34.10$                    34.70$                    35.40$                    36.00$                    
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 35.08$                    35.85$                    36.51$                    37.27$                    37.93$                    38.69$                    39.35$                    
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions 326,539$               333,660$               339,763$               346,884$               352,988$               360,108$               366,212$               
Value of Sustainability Benefits 3,144,845$            3,151,966$            3,158,069$            3,165,190$            3,171,293$            3,178,414$            3,184,518$            

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  

Value of All Safety Benefits 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
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Table 9.  Annual Benefit Calculations, Years 22-27 

 

 

Base Traffic Forecast
22 23 24 25 26 27

2036 2037 2038 2039 2040 2041
I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  
State of Good Repair Savings 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         
Assumed Rail Discount 17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         

Associated Rail Float Barge Cost 1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          650                          

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    
Value of Travel Time Savings
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      

NOx 
PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons) 118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          118                          
Net Reduction in PM2.5 6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               6                               
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Fuel Consumption from Drayage
Fuel Consumption from Rail barge
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions 869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions 1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 36.70$                    37.30$                    37.90$                    38.60$                    39.20$                    39.80$                    
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 40.11$                    40.77$                    41.42$                    42.19$                    42.84$                    43.50$                    
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions 373,333$               379,436$               385,540$               392,661$               398,764$               404,868$               
Value of Sustainability Benefits 3,191,639$            3,197,742$            3,203,846$            3,210,966$            3,217,070$            3,223,174$            

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               0                               
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               2                               
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               8                               

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  

Value of All Safety Benefits 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
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Table 10.  Annual Benefit Calculations, Years 28-30 

  

Base Traffic Forecast TOTAL
28 29 30 Sum

2042 2043 2044
I.  State of Good Repair (US)
Value of Avoided Pavement Damage 1,199,038$            1,199,038$            1,199,038$            33,170,289                   

Reduction in Bridge Maintenance Cost 42,823$                  42,823$                  42,823$                  1,184,264                     
State of Good Repair Savings 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            34,354,553                   

II.  Economic Competitiveness (US)
Assumed Trucking Rate 20,554,933$         20,554,933$         20,554,933$         568,633,523$              
Assumed Rail Discount 17,580,812$         17,580,812$         17,580,812$         486,406,510$              

Associated Rail Float Barge Cost 1,656,303$            1,656,303$            1,656,303$            45,825,229$                 

Economic Competitiveness (Shipper Cost Savings) in Dollars 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            36,401,784$                 

III.  Livability (US)
Highway User Time Savings from Reduced Trucks (Hours) 45,145                    45,145                    45,145                    1,249,075                     
Bridge Congestion User Cost Savings 650                          650                          650                          17,987                           

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 1,470                      1,470                      1,470                      39,780                           

Highway User Time Delay from Grade Crossing Blockages 3,276                      3,276                      3,276                      88,634                           

Net Highway User Time Savings (Hours) 41,049                    41,049                    41,049                    1,138,648                     
Value of Travel Time Savings
Highway User Travel Time Savings in Dollars 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               18,582,744$                 

IV.  Sustainability (US)
Fuel Consumption if Using Truck (Gallons) 1,647,030              1,647,030              1,647,030              45,563,584                   
Fuel Consumption if Using Rail/Barge (Gallons) 722,777                  722,777                  722,777                  19,529,914                   
Net Reduction in Fuel Consumption (Gallons) 924,253                  924,253                  924,253                  26,033,669                   
Net Reduction in CO2, Short Tons 10,259                    10,259                    10,259                    288,974                         
Net Reduction in CO2, Metric Tons 9,307                      9,307                      9,307                      262,157                         

NOx 
PM2.5
Net Reduction in Nox (Metric tons) 118                          118                          118                          
Net Reduction in PM2.5 6                               6                               6                               
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons
Fuel Consumption from Drayage
Fuel Consumption from Rail barge
Net Reduction in Nox Metric tons

Value of Nox Emissions Reductions 869,045$               869,045$               869,045$               24,041,328$                 

Net Reduction in PM 2.5 tons
Value of PM2.5 Emissions Reductions 1,949,261$            1,949,261$            1,949,261$            53,924,541$                 

Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 40.40$                    40.40$                    40.40$                    
Value per Ton of Reduced CO2 Emissions 44.16$                    44.16$                    44.16$                    
Value of Carbon Emissions Reductions 410,971$               410,971$               410,971$               9,425,207$                   
Value of Sustainability Benefits 3,229,277$            3,229,277$            3,229,277$            87,391,075$                 

V.  Safety
Fatal Crashes With Large Trucks 0                               0                               0                               3                                      
Injury Crashes With Large Trucks 2                               2                               2                               49                                    
Property Damage Crashes With Large Trucks 8                               8                               8                               224                                 

Value of Fatal Crashes Avoided 950,260$               950,260$               950,260$               26,287,684$                 
Value of Injury Crashes Avoided 762,562$               762,562$               762,562$               21,095,273$                 
Value of Property Damage Crashes Avoided 27,381$                  27,381$                  27,381$                  757,471$                       

Value of All Safety Benefits 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            48,140,428$                 
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Table 11.  Annual Discount Calculations, Years 1-5 

 

Table 12.  Annual Discount Calculations, Years 6-12 

 

Table 13.  Annual Discount Calculations, Years 13-19 

 

0 1 2 3 4 5
2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 34,354,553$                     -$                   774,802$               790,081$               830,702$             853,265$               884,560$               
Economic Competitiveness 36,401,784$                     -$                   835,755$               843,427$               880,448$             906,183$               920,927$               
Livability 18,582,744$                     -$                   433,145$               438,391$               457,956$             466,830$               480,949$               
Sustainability 87,391,075$                     -$                   1,949,424$           1,982,216$            2,079,759$          2,131,013$            2,202,922$            
Safety 48,140,428$                     -$                   1,086,437$           1,107,196$            1,164,038$          1,195,679$            1,239,291$            
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 224,870,583$                   -$                   5,079,563$           5,161,312$            5,412,904$          5,552,971$            5,728,649$            

Discounting Factors at 3% -$                                    1.000 0.971 0.943 0.915 0.888 0.863
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 3% 87,091,345$                     -$                   3,038,970$           2,996,602$            3,050,299$          3,040,366$            3,041,323$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 55,169,326$                     -$                   1,892,645$           1,868,429$            1,903,275$          1,893,378$            1,900,260$            
Discounted Benefits at 3% 142,260,671$                   -$                   4,931,615$           4,865,031$            4,953,574$          4,933,743$            4,941,583$            

Discounting Factors at 7% -$                                    1.000 0.935 0.873 0.816 0.763 0.713
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 7% 52,752,038$                     -$                   2,925,364$           2,776,745$            2,720,839$          2,610,595$            2,513,795$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 55,169,326$                     -$                   1,892,645$           1,868,429$            1,903,275$          1,893,378$            1,900,260$            
Discounted Benefits at 7% 107,921,364$                   -$                   4,818,009$           4,645,174$            4,624,113$          4,503,973$            4,414,055$            

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 933,151$               979,675$               1,072,211$            1,157,036$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            
Economic Competitiveness 972,974$               1,022,493$            1,124,318$            1,221,068$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            
Livability 506,305$               528,241$               579,719$               623,003$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               
Sustainability 2,325,103$            2,437,538$            2,678,068$            2,889,866$            3,112,293$            3,119,413$            3,125,517$            
Safety 1,307,387$            1,372,583$            1,502,299$            1,621,251$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 6,044,920$            6,340,529$            6,956,615$            7,512,224$            8,082,089$            8,089,210$            8,095,314$            

Discounting Factors at 3% 0.837 0.813 0.789 0.766 0.744 0.722 0.701
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 3% 3,115,288$            3,173,489$            3,377,525$            3,542,653$            3,697,995$            3,590,287$            3,485,715$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,947,237$            1,981,941$            2,114,092$            2,214,841$            2,315,838$            2,253,531$            2,192,175$            
Discounted Benefits at 3% 5,062,525$            5,155,431$            5,491,616$            5,757,494$            6,013,833$            5,843,818$            5,677,890$            

Discounting Factors at 7% 0.666 0.623 0.582 0.544 0.508 0.475 0.444
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 7% 2,478,671$            2,430,587$            2,490,153$            2,514,257$            2,526,393$            2,361,115$            2,206,649$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,947,237$            1,981,941$            2,114,092$            2,214,841$            2,315,838$            2,253,531$            2,192,175$            
Discounted Benefits at 7% 4,425,908$            4,412,528$            4,604,245$            4,729,098$            4,842,231$            4,614,645$            4,398,824$            

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            
Economic Competitiveness 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            
Livability 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               
Sustainability 3,132,638$            3,138,741$            3,144,845$            3,151,966$            3,158,069$            3,165,190$            3,171,293$            
Safety 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 8,102,434$            8,108,538$            8,114,642$            8,121,762$            8,127,866$            8,134,987$            8,141,090$            

Discounting Factors at 3% 0.681 0.661 0.642 0.623 0.605 0.587 0.570
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 3% 3,384,190$            3,285,621$            3,189,923$            3,097,013$            3,006,809$            2,919,232$            2,834,206$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 2,133,174$            2,075,078$            2,018,556$            1,964,201$            1,910,684$            1,859,216$            1,808,544$            
Discounted Benefits at 3% 5,517,364$            5,360,699$            5,208,480$            5,061,214$            4,917,493$            4,778,447$            4,642,750$            

Discounting Factors at 7% 0.415 0.388 0.362 0.339 0.317 0.296 0.277
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 7% 2,062,289$            1,927,373$            1,801,283$            1,683,442$            1,573,310$            1,470,384$            1,374,190$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 2,133,174$            2,075,078$            2,018,556$            1,964,201$            1,910,684$            1,859,216$            1,808,544$            
Discounted Benefits at 7% 4,195,463$            4,002,451$            3,819,839$            3,647,643$            3,483,994$            3,329,599$            3,182,735$            
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Table 14.  Annual Discount Calculations, Years 20-25 

 

Table 15.  Annual Discount Calculations, Years 26-30 

 

Base Traffic Forecast
20 21 22 23 24 25

2034 2035 2036 2037 2038 2039
TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            
Economic Competitiveness 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            
Livability 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               
Sustainability 3,178,414$            3,184,518$            3,191,639$            3,197,742$            3,203,846$            3,210,966$            
Safety 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 8,148,211$            8,154,314$            8,161,435$            8,167,539$            8,173,642$            8,180,763$            

Discounting Factors at 3% 0.554 0.538 0.522 0.507 0.492 0.478
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 3% 2,751,656$            2,671,511$            2,593,700$            2,518,155$            2,444,811$            2,373,603$            
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,759,811$            1,711,835$            1,665,692$            1,620,270$            1,576,080$            1,533,575$            
Discounted Benefits at 3% 4,511,467$            4,383,346$            4,259,392$            4,138,425$            4,020,890$            3,907,178$            

Discounting Factors at 7% 0.258 0.242 0.226 0.211 0.197 0.184
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 7% 1,284,290$            1,200,271$            1,121,749$            1,048,363$            979,779$               915,681$               
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,759,811$            1,711,835$            1,665,692$            1,620,270$            1,576,080$            1,533,575$            
Discounted Benefits at 7% 3,044,101$            2,912,106$            2,787,441$            2,668,633$            2,555,858$            2,449,256$            

Base Traffic Forecast TOTAL
26 27 28 29 30 Sum

2040 2041 2042 2043 2044
TOTAL OF MONETIZED BENEFITS
State of Good Repair 1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            1,241,861$            34,354,553$                 
Economic Competitiveness 1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            1,317,818$            36,401,784$                 
Livability 669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               669,915$               18,582,744$                 
Sustainability 3,217,070$            3,223,174$            3,229,277$            3,229,277$            3,229,277$            87,391,075$                 
Safety 1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            1,740,203$            48,140,428$                 
Total in Non-Discounted Dollars 8,186,867$            8,192,970$            8,199,074$            8,199,074$            8,199,074$            224,870,583$              

Discounting Factors at 3% 0.464 0.450 0.437 0.424 0.412
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 3% 2,304,469$            2,237,348$            2,172,183$            2,108,915$            2,047,490$            87,091,345$                 
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,491,738$            1,451,037$            1,411,442$            1,370,332$            1,330,419$            55,169,326$                 
Discounted Benefits at 3% 3,796,207$            3,688,386$            3,583,625$            3,479,247$            3,377,910$            142,260,671$              

Discounting Factors at 7% 0.172 0.161 0.150 0.141 0.131
Discounted Benefis (Less Carbon Emissions) at 7% 855,777$               799,791$               747,468$               698,569$               652,868$               52,752,038$                 
Discounted Benefits of Carbon Emissions Only at 3% 1,491,738$            1,451,037$            1,411,442$            1,370,332$            1,330,419$            55,169,326$                 
Discounted Benefits at 7% 2,347,515$            2,250,829$            2,158,910$            2,068,901$            1,983,287$            107,921,364$              
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Blue Water Terminals LLC 
200 W. Forsyth Street, 7th floor 
Jacksonville, Florida 32202 

 
 

May 30, 2013 

The Honorable Ray LaHood 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Dear Secretary LaHood: 

Blue Water Terminals is pleased to initiate a partnership with Canaveral Port Authority for the proposed 

project Multi‐Modal Terminal Logistics Center under the grant application for the FY2013 TIGER V.  Our 

business currently holds a long term lease on Port Canaveral property for cargo import and export.  This 

grant is very valuable to the continuing efforts that Canaveral Port Authority is making to create jobs, assist 

local businesses and retain and create new cargo opportunities for the Central Florida region. 

Blue Water Terminals will commit to this project by the  involvement of our personnel, financial resources 

and  in‐kind  contributions.   We  will  be  contributing  funding  for  cargo  handling  equipment  and  capital 

investment at a total value of $1.5 million to this project.  We fully intend to utilize this logistics center and 

anticipate an increase in our annual tonnage by at least 150,000 short tons as a result of this new project.  

Our customers will see benefits in the form of increased supply chain efficiency and a dramatic reduction in 

shipping time and costs.  Additionally, should this project be funded, Blue Water Terminals will be able to 

create 10 new jobs to support this logistics center. 

The  Multi‐Modal  Terminal  Logistics  Center  is  a  priority  for  us  and  we  look  forward  to  the  great 

opportunities and benefits  this project will bring  to our company and  the surrounding community.   Blue 

Water  Terminals  has  long  supported  transportation  projects  that  enhance  the  area’s  economic 

competitiveness.  We are confident that this project will have a positive impact on this region’s economy.   

Funding  from  your  agency will make  an  enormous  impact  on  the  local  businesses  in  Brevard  County.  

Therefore,  I  urge  the  U.S.  Department  of  Transportation  to  give  full  consideration  to  Canaveral  Port 

Authority’s proposal.    If  I may be of  further assistance or provide additional  information, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

 

Edward L. Baker, II 
President 

<iAnnotate iPad User>
c_signature__
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May 29, 2013 
The Honorable Ray LaHood 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Dear Secretary LaHood: 
 
This letter conveys the East Central Florida Regional Planning Council’s strong support to Canaveral Port 
Authority’s request for TIGER V funds from the U.S. Department of Transportation. 
 
After completing a thorough feasibility study and planning, as well as securing state and private sector 
support, Canaveral Port Authority seeks grant resources to bring the full scope of this Multi-modal 
Terminal Logistics Center project to fruition.  This project will include a truck drayage connection to an 
existing Florida East Coast (FEC) rail yard and a barge rail car connection via a former oil barge dock 
facility on a terminated power plant facility in the City of Titusville now owned by Orlando Utilities 
Commission. 
 
Port Canaveral’s current tenants strongly support this project and are looking forward to great 
opportunities and the benefits this project will bring.  This project will assist not only Port Canaveral but 
also for the entire community primarily by creating jobs, assisting local businesses and retaining and 
creating new cargo business  for Central Florida. The East Central Florida Regional Planning Council has 
long supported transportation projects that enhance the area’s economic competitiveness. 
 
In order to maximize the economic growth potential for the cargo business and employment, 
transportation improvements are needed.  Funding from your agency will make an enormous impact on 
the local businesses here in Brevard County.  Therefore, I urge the U.S. Department of Transportation to 
give full consideration to Canaveral Port Authority’s proposal.  If I may be of further assistance or provide 
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Hugh W. Harling, Jr. 
Executive Director 
 

East Central Florida Regional Planning Council 
 
309 Cranes Roost Blvd. Suite 2000, Altamonte Springs, FL 32701  Hugh W. Harling, Jr. P.E. 
Phone 407.262.7772 • Fax 407.262.7788 • www.ecfrpc.org     Executive Director       
 

http://www.ecfrpc.org/


    
 
 
 
May 29, 2013 
 
The Honorable Ray LaHood 
U.S. Department of Transportation 
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 
 
Dear Secretary LaHood: 
 
This letter conveys the Space Coast Transportation Planning Organization’s strong support for Canaveral 
Port Authority’s request for TIGER V funds from the U.S. Department of Transportation. 
 
After completing a thorough feasibility study and planning, as well as securing state and private sector 
support, Canaveral Port Authority seeks grant resources to bring the full scope of this Multi-modal Terminal 
Logistics Center project to fruition.  This project will include a truck drayage connection to an existing 
Florida East Coast (FEC) rail yard and a barge rail car connection via a former oil barge dock facility on a 
terminated power plant facility in the City of Titusville now owned by Orlando Utilities Commission. 
 
Port Canaveral’s current tenants strongly support this project and are looking forward to great 
opportunities and the benefits this project will bring.  This project will assist not only Port Canaveral but 
also for the entire community primarily by creating jobs, assisting local businesses and retaining and 
creating new cargo business for Central Florida.  The Space Coast Transportation Planning Organization has 
long supported transportation projects that enhance the area’s economic competitiveness. 
 
In order to maximize the economic growth potential for the cargo business and employment, 
transportation improvements are needed.  Funding from your agency will make an enormous impact on 
the local businesses here in Brevard County.  Therefore, I urge the U.S. Department of Transportation to 
give full consideration to Canaveral Port Authority’s proposal.  If I may be of further assistance or provide 
additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Robert S Kamm 
Executive Director 

2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Bldg. B 
Viera, Florida 32940 

Telephone: (321) 690-6890 
Fax: (321) 690-6827 

www.spacecoasttpo.com 





BREVARD
WORKFORCE

www.brevardworkforce.com

May 30, 2013

The Honorable Ray LaHood
Secretary of Transportation
U.S. Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590

RE: PORT CANAVERAL TIGER GRANT PROJECT SUPPORT

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This letter is provided as an indication of support of Canaveral Port Authority's efforts to obtain a grant
under the Federal Transportation Improvements to Generate Economic Recovery (TIGER) grant
program. Brevard Workforce respectively requests your consideration of this grant application for
funding.

After completing a thorough feasibility study and planning, as well as securing state and private sector
support, Canaveral Port Authority seeks grant resources to bring the full scope of this Multi-modal
Terminal Logistics Center project to fruition. This project will include a truck drayage connection to an
existing Florida East Coast (FEC) rail yard and a barge rail car connection via a former oil barge dock
facility on a terminated power plant facility in the City of Titusville now owned by Orlando Utilities
Commission. Port Canaveral's current tenants strongly support this project and are looking forward to
great opportunities and the benefits this project will bring. This project will assist not only Port
Canaveral but also for the entire community primarily by creating jobs, assisting local businesses and
retaining and creating new cargo business for Central Florida. Brevard Workforce supports projects that
enhance the area's economic competitiveness.

In order to maximize the economic growth potential for the cargo business and employment,
transportation improvements are needed. Funding from your agency will make an enormous impact on
the local businesses here in Brevard County. Brevard Workforce supports and is asking for full
consideration to be given to Canaveral Port Authority's proposal for funding.

Thank you in advance for your time and attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

lard Brilley
Vice President of Operations

Brevard Workforce - Titusville
3880 S.Washington Ave.
Suite 214
Titusville, FL 32790
504-7600 Toll Free

Brevard Workforce - Rockledge
295 Barnes Blvd.
Rockledge, FL 32955
504-7600 Toll Free

Brevard Workforce - Palm Bay
5275BabcockSt.NE
Country Club Plaza, Suite 8B
Palm Bay, FL 32905
504-7600 Toll Free

Brevard Workforce - Board
297 Barnes Blvd.
Rockledge, FL 32955
504-7600 Toll Free

Pr°9rams funded through Brevard Workforce are equal opportunity programs
with auxiliary aids and services upon request to individuals with disabilities. TTY/TDD 1-800-955-8771. Voice 1-800-955-8770
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Background 
 

The Panama Canal expansion is expected to be completed in 2014.  Upon completion the canal 
will accommodate larger vessels.  The increased capacity of these vessels is expected to 
enhance the economic viability of the Canal route for Asia-East Coast freight.  Improved Canal 
route efficiency could place Eastern seaboard ports in a position to obtain a greater share of the 
Asian freight market.  At the same time, the large increases in vessel capacity and the 
associated channel depth requirements have significant implications for ports and their 
surrounding areas that plan to capitalize on the Canal expansion.  

Port Canaveral recently initiated the, “Go Wide, Go deep. The Channel to New Jobs”, campaign 
in its efforts to take advantage of the economic opportunities associated with the Panama 
Canal project. The Port is seeking $34m in federal transportation funds to deepen and expand 
the port to accommodate larger cruise ships and cargo vessels. While the improvements to the 
port will increase capacity, the speed and efficiency of cargo handling operations can be further 
improved through the development of an inland port for handling and distribution purposes. 
For this reason the City of Titusville in partnership with the Canaveral Port Authority has 
initiated this preliminary assessment of inland ports in Florida and the examination of the 
viability of an inland port site in north/central Brevard County. 

The Titusville City Manager and Port Canaveral Executive Director agreed that the first step is to 
provide a preliminary assessment of the viability of establishing an inland port in the City.  In 
support of this effort the City retained the services of Urban Networks, LLC to conduct this 
study concerning the possibility of developing an inland port. The assignment includes the tasks 
of first providing a brief overview of the status of inland ports in Florida, in particular plans 
currently being pursued by the Ports of Jacksonville and Palm Beach. The study then examines 
the opportunities and constraints associated with establishing an inland port in Brevard County 
and discusses the organizational relationships and potential funding mechanisms available for 
this endeavor. 
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Inland Ports Overview 
 
As the Panama Canal project moves toward completion in 2014, numerous ports along the Gulf 
Coast and eastern seaboard are investing in infrastructure improvements to accommodate 
larger vessels, thereby positioning themselves for future economic development opportunities. 

Seaports desiring to serve the largest ships transiting the Canal must provide navigation 
channels with 50 feet of depth.  Only one U.S. Atlantic Coast seaport, Norfolk, has at least 50 
foot depth for both its channel and berths today. Miami and New York have federal 
authorization to reach this depth but need funding to complete their projects.  Plans to deepen 
harbors and channels at Port Everglades, Savannah, Jacksonville, and Charleston are in various 
stages of review and study by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.    

Large dredging projects and other port infrastructure investments are required for most ports 
to allow for the larger vessels.  While dredging projects are a relatively straightforward 
improvement, the question of how the surface transportation system will handle the influx of 
container traffic and other freight remains an issue.  The existing freight transportation systems 
surrounding most seaports are geographically and financially limited in terms of large capacity 
expansions.   Many Ports today are effectively landlocked in terms of their ability to expand 
facilities, increase capacity and improve logistic efficiency on site. For this reason the idea of 
developing distribution facilities inland of sea ports has arisen. 

Until relatively recently, inland ports were towns connected to cities with ocean harbors by a 
shallower, interior waterway. Today an inland port, or inland terminal, can also refer to a 
distribution hub far from a traditional seaport with the capability to accept rail-hauled shipping 
containers and disperse that cargo on other rail cars, tractor-trailers and in some cases, 
airplanes. An inland port is sometimes located hundreds of miles from the ocean in order to 
take pressure off congested seaports. 

The inland port facility concept may be a solution to address the need for improved freight 
capacity flow between ports and the markets they serve.  The term “Inland Port” is used to 
describe a variety of facility types, from traditional inland river ports to large intermodal 
logistics parks or satellite port facilities that operate in conjunction with traditional seaports.  
These facilities are located off-site of the traditional seaport, usually near the urban area 
boundary.  By locating further inland, these facilities are distanced from the dense urban 
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environments that usually surround traditional seaports.  Ideally the inland port and the 
traditional seaport are connected via grade-separated rail.   

The transportation benefits provided by the inland port system are two-fold.  One benefit is 
that it provides a capacity-expansion alternative for traditional seaports with limited options for 
physical growth.  The additional capacity allows for off-site storage and/or transfer facilities, 
reducing delays commonly attributed to size and capacity limitations such as dwell time, 
loading delays, and unloading delays.  A second benefit of the system is that it removes freight 
traffic from local surface transportation facilities.  This benefit is particularly significant where a 
traditional seaport is located in a dense central business district or major metropolitan area.  A 
specific connector between the traditional port and the inland port removes trucks from 
congested highways and also allows for expanded passenger rail service.    

Large scale inland ports presently function in several major cities including Dallas-Fort Worth, 
Chicago, Kansas City, St. Louis, Atlanta, Memphis, Columbus, and Charlotte. In recent years 
inland port facilities have been emerging in smaller markets in the periphery of larger cities 
because of strategic geographic advantages, access to established transportation systems and 
the availability of large tracts of less expensive land. These types of facilities include areas such 
as Alliance Texas, Topeka Kansas and Front Royal Virginia who have carved their niche in the 
growing inland port facilities market. 

 

Inland Ports in Florida 
 
In December 2010 the Florida Chamber of Commerce Foundation approved the Florida Trade 
and Logistics Study. The foundation, working closely with the Florida Department of 
Transportation, the private sector and other economic development organizations, 
commissioned the services of Cambridge Systematics, Inc. and Martin Associates Inc. to 
conduct the study. 

The study identifies global trade opportunities for Florida over the next few decades, and 
recommends statewide strategies to maximize these opportunities.  The emphasis is on 
statewide opportunities and key ingredients for success, rather than on investments in specific 
regions or communities.  The study provided a coordinating framework for specific investments 
and recommendations included in plans such as the Florida Seaport Plan and Florida Rail Plan as 
well as other investments planned by private industry. Collectively, the strategies identified in 
the study were designed to position Florida for growth in trade, logistics, and advanced 
manufacturing industries.  

According to the study, the key factors driving seaport selection today, specifically, terminal 
capacity, efficiency, and operating costs; proximity to customers, markets, and distribution 
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centers; and landside truck and rail services and infrastructure will continue to play a key role in 
determining which seaports attract and retain the greatest share of traffic in the future. While 
the Chamber Foundation study provides strategies for Florida to favorably position itself in the 
foreseen growth in international trade, currently there are no functioning inland ports in the 
state. The Ports of Jacksonville and Palm Beach have taken the lead in efforts to seek 
opportunities to establish remote inland port facilities in Florida.  

 

Port of Jacksonville 
 
The Jacksonville Port Authority (JAXPORT), an independent government agency created by the 
Florida legislature, operates primarily as a landlord, managing the upkeep, improvement and 
expansion of Port Authority facilities and coordinating their use by private companies. The 
physical facilities owned by JAXPORT include docks and wharfs, cranes, a passenger cruise 
terminal, warehouses, paved open storage areas and road connections to the public highway 
system. The Port Authority provides and maintains the terminals and their equipment and 
manages the overall use of the facilities. The day-to-day operations of JAXPORT are not funded 
with public dollars. Private companies fund the port's operating expenses by paying for the use 
of port facilities through user fees, leases and other charges. 

The Jacksonville Port Authority (JAXPORT) is a full-service, international trade seaport in the 
Southeastern United States. JAXPORT owns and manages three cargo terminals including the 
Blount Island Marine Terminal, the Dames Point Marine Terminal and the Talleyrand Marine 
Terminal. 

JAXPORT and its maritime partners handle containerized cargo, automobiles, recreational boats 
and construction equipment (Ro/Ro), dry and liquid bulks, break-bulk commodities, and over-
sized and specialty cargoes. JAXPORT's three marine terminals handled a total of 8 million tons 
of cargo and more than 518,000 vehicles in fiscal year 2010, making JAXPORT the second 
largest import and export automobile center in the United States. 

JAXPORT terminals feature 16 container cranes, on-dock refrigerated & freezer warehousing, 
Foreign Trade Zone status and outstanding intermodal connections. To help speed goods to 
market, shippers can take advantage of Jacksonville's location at the crossroads of three major 
railroads (CSX, Norfolk Southern and Florida East Coast Railway) and three interstate highways 
(I-95, I-10 and 1-75). 

A network of privately-owned maritime facilities also operates in Jacksonville's harbor, and in 
Northeast Florida, more than 65,000 jobs are related to port activity, which creates an 
economic impact of almost $19 billion annually. 
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Dames Point 

The City of Jacksonville is seeking $25 million from the Transportation Investment Generating 
Economic Recovery (TIGER) Discretionary Grant of the U.S. Department of Transportation for 
construction of a $45 million Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) at the Dames Point 
Marine Terminal. The balance of the funding $20 million would come from the state. The 
proposed ICTF would transport containerized cargo efficiently from ships to rail cars, increasing 
the port’s ability to move cargo quickly, reducing truck miles and decreasing exhaust emissions 
and highway maintenance costs. The project would also create employment and attract new 
business to the region. 

 

Plum Creek Co., Lake City, FL 

In addition to the Dames Point facilities, the City of Jacksonville and the Port Authority are 
currently in negotiations with the Plum Creek Co. and the City of Lake City in Columbia County 
to develop a major Inland Port. The Lake City facility would sit on 500 acres about 90 miles 
north of Ocala, just east of the I-75 intersection with I-10. The state has designated the land, 
part of a larger 2,590-acre tract, a Rural Area of Critical Economic Concern. One of three such 
areas around the state, the designation permits Columbia County to bypass some economic 
development requirements and provides money for economic research, site selection and 
marketing, according to Enterprise Florida. The site will feature a rail spur accessing CSX's “S” 
line along tracks that run through the spine of the state including through Ocala, Belleview, 
Wildwood and Lakeland. Representatives of Plum Creek Co., which owns the land, said the 
project has not yet broken ground. Plum Creek is working toward finalizing plans for the 
railroad spur and designation of the site as an enterprise zone and a foreign trade zone. 

 

Ocala 489, Ocala FL 

The Marion County Commission and the Ocala City Council are presently considering adoption 
of an agreement creating a 500-acre commerce park at U.S. 27 and Interstate 75. The local 
governments are partnering with a company called Ocala 489 LLC in a project that would collect 
freight from deepwater ports for distribution throughout Florida and the southeastern United 
States. Representatives of the Ocala 489 project say it would add nearly 5,000 jobs to the 
community over the next generation. Ocala 489's property is close to a busy north-south FSX 
rail corridor which extends through Florida. If the agreement is approved the developers will 
begin the design and construction of a $2.4 million rail spur tying into the FSX rail system. The 
agreement would require the City of Ocala and Marion County to complete road projects 
serving the interior of the site by March 2013. The rail spur could be completed much sooner, 
once the last parcel needed for the project is obtained. 
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Port of Palm Beach 
 
The Port of Palm Beach, located in Riviera Beach, is an independent special taxing district, a 
sub-division of the state of Florida. It covers a land area of 971 square miles or approximately 
fifty percent of the County area. It is located 80 miles north of Miami and 135 miles south of 
Port Canaveral. The ship entrance is through an inlet channel 300 feet wide with no aerial 
obstructions leading into Lake Worth. Transit time is a short 20 minutes from the sea buoy to 
the docks, with operating drafts of minus 33 feet.  

The Port of Palm Beach and its tenants combine to be one of the larger employers in Palm 
Beach County and is an economic engine for the County. Approximately 2,400 people are 
employed directly and indirectly because of the port, which contributes $260 million in business 
revenue and $12 million in State and Federal taxes. Over $7 billion worth of commodities 
moves through the port each year.  

The Port of Palm Beach is the 4th busiest container port of Florida’s 14 deepwater ports and is 
the 18th busiest container port in the United States. In FY’ 2010 the port moved over 213,000 
twenty ft. container equivalent units. The Bahamas Celebration cruise ship is based at the port. 
Sailing every other day for the Bahamas, it brings 275,000 passengers to the port and this is an 
additional significant economic impact for Palm Beach County. The port also handles diesel fuel, 
molasses, liquid asphalt and other bulk commodities. There is also substantial tonnage involved 
in the movement of heavy lift and project cargos. All of this happens in a port that has only 156 
acres of land.  

Unlike most ports in the United States, the Port of Palm Beach is an export port, with 
approximately 80% of its cargo being exported, with the subsequent improvement in the 
balance of trade. The majority of the exported cargo goes toward supporting the island nations 
of the Caribbean. The Port of Palm Beach supplies 60% of everything consumed in the Bahamas 
and is the essential lifeline to the rest of the Caribbean.  100% of the exported raw sugar that is 
produced in the Glades area, almost 900,000 tons, is shipped through the Port of Palm Beach.  

The Port, has taken a comprehensive look at its long term growth potential. Currently, it is a 
landlocked facility without adequate physical expansion opportunities. Terminal size constraints 
are impacting its ability to attract new business. In an attempt to address this situation, port 
staff developed a concept for an inland port facility in western Palm Beach County. This facility 
would serve the Port as a direct extension of its waterside terminal. It would require improved 
highway and rail connections. At the Port’s request, the Florida Department of Transportation 
agreed to conduct a study to explore the feasibility of an inland port facility that would be 
located at a centralized location in South Florida, providing a hub of port related operations and 
storage facilities, with truck and rail connections to the region’s seaports, with truck access to 
regional markets.  
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Florida Inland Port 

Formerly known as Treasure Coast Intermodal Campus (TCIC), the Florida Inland Port is a 
privately-funded, rail-oriented logistics center encompassing more than 4,000 acres in 
southwest St. Lucie County. It will connect to every major Florida port along the Atlantic Coast, 
incorporating multi-modal access (rail and highway) to inland locations and offering a range of 
sites for warehouses, distribution centers and assembly plants. The logistics center will enable 
shippers to offload cargo from any of Florida's major seaports, store and/or assemble it at 
Florida Inland Port facilities, and ultimately utilize rail and highway options to complete the 
import-export cycle. Development of the Florida Inland Port is expected to take place over the 
next 25 to 30 years. 
 

The proposed site is situated west of Florida's Turnpike and I-95.  The facility would feature its 
own 500-acre rail yard as well as access to rail lines in addition to space for 29 million square 
feet of warehouse space. Developers are still seeking approval for land-use changes and 
environmental permits. If approved, construction would begin in 2013. The rail yard would be 
developed by the end of 2014 consistent with the scheduled completion of the Panama Canal 
project. The initial phase of the distribution center would then be developed with completion 
anticipated in 2015. 

Recently the Florida Inland Port has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with 
three major seaports including, Jaxport, the Port of Miami and the Port of Palm Beach. 
According to the MOU’s the parties will form partnerships and joint initiatives that will include 
sharing data and technological capabilities as well as coordinating joint marketing and public 
relations activities. This and recent agreements with three global firms, Jones Lang LaSalle, HDR 
Engineering and Vickerman & Associates positions the Florida Inland Port as the premier inland 
port and integrated logistics center serving the southeastern U.S. once developed. 

Job Creation 

Within the next 20 years, Ocala 489 has projected about 4,800 new jobs. Plum Creek's project 
would add up to 3,000 for that region, while the Florida Inland Port project estimates the 
creation of between 12,000 and 36,000 jobs through the duration of their twenty five year 
planning horizon. 
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Port Canaveral 
 
Port Canaveral is also a special taxing district created in 1953 by an act of the State Legislature 
with revenues generated through private leases, fees and handling charges with no revenue 
coming through the levy of ad valorem taxes since 1986. Port Canaveral is recognized as the 
second busiest cruise port in the world and is projected to overtake Miami in 2014-15 with 
major investments in cruise terminal upgrades and commitments for the berthing of larger 
cruise vessels in coming years. The Port Authority continues to make substantial capital 
investments in port infrastructure planning for future growth and development in the cruise 
and cargo industries with an estimated CIP budget of $166m through FY 2015.  

While poised to be the world leader in the cruise industry, Port Canaveral, is also a growing 
cargo port. With the opening in 2010 of the new 2.8-million-barrel Seaport Canaveral fuel tank 
farm and continued development of bulk cargo facilities to serve the Central Florida market, 
cargo activity is expected to increase significantly in 2011. In late 2010, the Port also committed 
to building and upgrading the cargo area on the north side of the Port. Historically, the Port has 
handled large quantities of imported cement and lumber; these cargoes are expected to 
rebound as the national economy and housing markets recover.  

The Port is also planning for the potential of containerized cargo via domestic marine highway 
or international feeder service from other ports to Central Florida distribution hubs and 
consumer markets. Development of an inland port could serve these goals while furthering the 
Ports goal of enhancing intermodal connections to Central Florida. 

 
Conclusions 
 
After reviewing information concerning the status of inland ports in Florida, and assessing the 
basic requirements for establishing such facilities, several conclusions can be reached. First, the 
concept of establishing an inland port in the Titusville area is a viable possibility. Second, Port 
Canaveral is not far behind other Florida Ports in pursuing the establishment of an inland port. 
Third, unlike other regions pursuing development of inland port facilities, there are relatively 
few obstacles to overcome in north central Brevard County. The primary Highway 
transportation routes are relatively uncongested, environmental issues can be readily 
addressed and there is greater public support for economic development and job growth in the 
Space Coast area. Finally, development of an inland port facilitates Port Canaveral’s goal of 
capturing a greater share of the growing cargo market, in both bulk and containerized shipping, 
possibly enabling the port to surpass current projections that nearly double throughput by FY 
2014/15.  
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Working together, Brevard County, the City of Titusville and Port Canaveral are well positioned 
to support development of an inland port. Combined these jurisdictions have the assets and 
resources necessary to pursue such an endeavor, including: 

 a. Political fortitude and public support for economic development and job   
 creation with an institutional framework that has the capacity to finance major   
 infrastructure improvements. 

 b. A well educated and highly trained work force. 

 c. A well integrated transportation system with 5 modes of transport including   
 highways, rail, air, water and space.  

d. Sufficient industrial land with sites located within close proximity to the Port, 
Including Space Coast Commerce Park and KSC. 

e. Infrastructure capacity through Port Canaveral’s investment in expanding north end 
cargo facilities, existing rail lines and spurs, relatively unencumbered highway access for 
trucking on SR528 providing direct access to Orlando International airport and direct 
access to Space Coast Regional Airport. 

f. Opportunities to support new manufacturing to establish a better balance of trade 
maximizing efficient use of facilities by introducing the export of new manufactured 
products.    

 

Recommendations 

While this preliminary and cursory assessment concerning project viability seems favorable, the 
following course of action is recommended to confirm market feasibility and pursue activities 
for the eventual development of an inland port. 

 1. Port Canaveral should commission a thorough market and logistics study to 
 determine actual market feasibility.  

 2. Consider solicitation of master developer for planning and design of a future 
 development physical master plan 

 3. Brevard County and the City of Titusville should continue to work closely with the 
 recently established North Brevard Economic Development Zone Board to complete the 
 Economic Development Plan required by Florida Statute to capture tax increment 
 revenue for financing port development opportunities. The Plan also documents 
 economic development incentives available in support of the effort. 
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 4. Community leaders must foster partnerships between various public sector agencies. 
 The following list of public entities and institutions may have a role in supporting future 
 development of the inland port. 

• Canaveral Port Authority 
• Florida East Coast Railroad 
• Norfolk Southern Railroad 
• Brevard County Commission 
• City of Titusville 
• TIVO Airport Authority 
• North Brevard Economic Development Zone 
• Space Coast Economic Development Commission 
• Brevard County Economic Development Council 
• Brevard Workforce 
• UCF Florida Solar Energy Center 
• Space Coast Energy Consortium 
• East Central Florida Regional Planning Council 
• Orlando International Airport 
• Orange County Expressway Authority 
• Governor’s Office 
• State Legislature 
• Florida Seaport Transportation and Economic Development Council 
• Florida Department of Transportation 
• Florida Economic Development Commission 
• Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
• NASA 
• Cape Canaveral Air Force Station 
• Representative of the U.S. Congress 
• Federal Agencies 

Transportation 

Commerce 

Energy 

Defense 

Environmental Protection 

5. The Port, working with Brevard County, City of Titusville, TICO Airport Authority and 
the North Brevard Economic Development Board, should lead in preparing a detailed 
Capital Improvement Program identifying capital projects including specific costs and 
funding sources. 
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  TranSystems 
 
  Frederick (Rick) R. Ferrin, P.E.  
  Vice President 
   
  4500 Salisbury Road, Suite 440 
  Jacksonville, FL 32216 
  Tel 904 245 6532 
  Cell 904 838 4264 
  Fax 904 245 6510 
  frferrin@transystems.com 
 
May 31, 2013 
 
 
Ms. Shannon Feeley, Assistant Director 
Cargo Business Development 
Canaveral Port Authority 
445 Challenger Road 
PO Box 267 
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920 
 
Dear Ms. Feeley: 
 
Rail Car Barge Operation Feasibility Evaluation for the Canaveral Port Authority 
 
The efficiency of Port Canaveral’s cargo handling capability has always been limited by the lack of a viable freight rail 
connection from the Port to the FEC mainline just west of the Intracoastal Waterway (ICW). Historically the only other 
viable means of moving cargo to or from the Port has been by truck on the heavily traveled SR 528. Port Canaveral’s 
predominant cargoes are liquid and dry bulks and breakbulk cargoes like metals and forest products. The expense 
and relative inefficiency of truck transportation negatively impacts the economic viability of the Port’s efforts to 
develop a significant bulk and breakbulk cargo operation because of the very slim margin in the transportation of 
such commodities, even when efficiently handled. 
 
Port Canaveral has discovered the opportunity to solve this problem by loading and unloading rail cars (hopper cars 
and box cars) to and from railcar-carrying barges at the Northside Cargo Area Terminal Complex. Ocean-borne bulk 
and breakbulk cargoes imported to Port Canaveral would be transloaded from vessels docked at the berths of the 
Northside Cargo Area marine terminals to empty hopper and box cars which would then be moved to railcar-carrying 
barges. The barges would be moved by tug through the Canaveral Lock from the Port’s West Basin into the Banana 
River and then west through the existing barge-capable navigation channel that eventually bisects Merritt Island and 
enters the Indian River to intersect with the north-south oriented Intracoastal Waterway (ICW). The barge and tug 
combination would then travel north in the ICW to the R.R.I Energy Berth at the OUC Indian River Power Park. This 
barge loading/unloading facility is directly connected to the FEC mainline by a short connection spur just north of the 
Space Center Regional Airport. Rail transported cargoes for waterborne export would travel a reverse route, to be 
carried still in rail cars, from the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth by barge to Port Canaveral’s North Side Cargo Area 
marine terminals where the railcars would be rolled off the barge and cargoes would ultimately be transloaded from 
the rail cars to bulk carriers and breakbulk vessels at berth. 
 
The number of cargo handling moves using this rail-barge option would be fewer than transporting the same cargo by 
truck. While the operation is somewhat more complex and involves both railcars and barges, the tremendously 
increased volume of cargo that can be moved by one rail car compared to the same cargo volume that would require 
multiple truck loads justifies and supports the increase in transportation complexity and cost. Nevertheless, the 
increased cost spread over the dramatically increased volume will prove more cost effective if volumes are sufficient 
to produce economies of scale. 
 
The projections of rail-ready cargo for both export from and import to the Canaveral North Side Cargo Area are on 
the order of 865,000 tons per year and that equates to 166 rail cars (70 hopper and 96 box) per week. This does not 
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include the occasional need to move tanker cars containing ethanol and biodiesel or flat cars to carry marine 
containers. Bringing this initiative to fruition will accomplish the following: 
 

1. Take hundreds if not thousands of trucks off the heavily traveled SR 528 and I 95 every year. 
2. Utilize otherwise marginally utilized facilities and infrastructure (Canaveral Lock, the connecting barge canal, 

the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth and the connecting rail spur to the FEC mainline). 
3. Create new regional employment and economic stimulus as Port Canaveral is, at last, able to realize its 

cargo moving potential. 
 

Three examples of successful railcar-carrying barge operations can be found at the Alabama State Port Authority in 
Mobile, the Bay Coast Railroad Inc. on the Chesapeake Bay between Cape Charles and Little Creek, VA and the 
cross-harbor rail barge service in NYC.    
 
Additionally, little new infrastructure will be required at Port Canaveral, with the exception of rail car and rail car-barge 
loading facilities at the North Side Cargo Area. The Canaveral Lock, the barge canal that crosses the Banana River, 
bisects Merritt Island and intersects with the ICW in the Indian River and the R.R.I. Energy Barge Berth at the OUC 
Indian River Power Park with the rail spur connecting to the FEC mainline already exist. Clearly, this is a relatively 
low cost initiative that will yield tremendous returns in terms of environmental enhancement, job creation, regional 
economic stimulus and making use of otherwise underutilized transportation assets.  
 
Port Canaveral currently has tug availability and we understand that there are float barges capable of transporting rail 
cars available on a seasonal basis. These barges are in the Northwestern US and are currently underutilized; as a 
result, we believe their seasonal deployment to Port Canaveral is highly feasible. Our research has revealed that 
most, if not all, float barges that transport loaded rail cars are fabricated or modified from used barges by various 
shipyards. A new hopper/deck barge (300’ X 55”) costs approximately $1 million and can be purchased used for 
approximately $650.  
 
In the course of performing a recent barge study for Chevron in Lockport, IL we observed the operations of several 
barge companies in the Lockport area and learned that they often fabricate or build their own barges and sell used 
barges either “as is” or modified for special uses. Modification of a hopper/deck barge would entail rail decking and 
superstructure reinforcement at an estimated cost of approximately $200,000. We would assume that the lead time 
for design, fabrication and testing would be 9 to 12 months, and there is ample US shipyard capability to perform 
such work.   
 
This initiative has tremendous potential and feasibility. Implementation could be expeditiously executed and would 
require relatively minimal planning, design and construction before its benefits would be realized by the Space Coast 
region.  
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Frederick R. Ferrin, PE 
Vice President 
TranSystems 
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